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Today, accessing almost any service requires a form of data sharing. The data is 
then collected, stored, analysed, repurposed and used by relevant service pro-
viders and institutions usually with the promise of better service or opportuni-
ties. A wide range of decisions are made with the help of algorithms. Algo-
rithms process the available data, which on the internet can consist of users’ 
digital traces, their preferences and even the traces of their digital networks. 
Through filtering, sorting, evaluating, and scoring, the algorithms find patterns 
and relationships within the data (Just & Latzer, 2016) and make suggestions 
(decisions), such as which song to play next, with whom to become friends on 
social media, whose job application to reject, who to flag as a potential criminal. 
The options people have about sharing or not sharing their personal data and not 
being a part of algorithmic decisions are very restricted. Applying for a bank 
loan means the person has to provide information about their finances and the 
algorithms have to make an evaluation about them. Buying a plane ticket means 
the person will be noted in the database of the airline and they will be checked 
by the algorithms of relevant authorities if they are on any blacklist or not. The 
options get even more restricted when the people in question are from socially 
disadvantaged groups. When a person seeks asylum in another country, they 
may go through a lengthy process (Hainmueller, Hangartner & Lawrence, 2016) 
that often also involves a significant amount of personal data sharing (Kaurin, 
2019). Relevant institutions collect their data and make decisions about their 
application. Many parts of this process are becoming increasingly automated 
with algorithms (Molnar & Gill, 2018) and the use of algorithms does not end 
with an asylum application but continues with further steps. Many aspects of 
refugees’ lives are delegated to algorithms such as mobility and border cross-
ings (Del Casino, 2016) and many post-crossing life decisions such as reloca-
tion within the same country (Bansak et al., 2018) and school selection (Jones & 
Teytelboym, 2017). Like most people, refugees do not have a choice of opting 
out of these processes and may be unaware of algorithms and what they do 
(Hamilton, Karahalios, Sandvig, & Eslami, 2014). Any attempt to either avoid 
algorithms or be uncooperative in data sharing may prevent the asylum seeker 
from obtaining refugee status or from accessing other opportunities.  
These examples demonstrate that algorithms play an important role in the 
construction of social realities (Just & Latzer, 2016) and their role becomes 
even more relevant for socially vulnerable groups (Eubanks, 2018). Through 
various technologies and media platforms, algorithms exert considerable impact 
on power relations within society in today’s world. They act as gatekeepers for 
different forms of information and knowledge, give or deny access to certain 
content and services, legitimize some people and actions while denying others 
the same visibility or opportunities (Wallace, 2017). As a result of widespread 
use of algorithms via a diverse set of digital technologies and platforms, people 
are globally connected not only to other people but to information, services and 
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opportunities (Van Dijck, Poell, & Waal, 2018). Yet, the algorithms also have 
the power to exclude certain groups and ideas, keep track of people and their 
data (Park & Humphry, 2019). Considering their common use and social power 
in all segments of life, having either or both the expertise and power to develop, 
use and control algorithms, would benefit companies, institutions, and people in 
numerous ways yet can also lead to oppression of certain social groups, thus 
deepening the inequalities within the society.  
Potential (un)intended outcomes of algorithms form the basis of my thesis. 
The developments in communication technologies and data practices provide 
opportunities to certain people and institutions in constructing a social world in 
line with their visions and agendas while limiting certain social groups’ ability 
to construct a social world themselves. The thesis aims at exploring both the 
refugees’ perspectives and their relation to aspects of datafication with a 
specific focus on algorithms. I chose refugees for my thesis because datafica-
tion is a significant process for the experiences of refugees providing them po-
tentially both improved and impoverished life chances. There are many studies 
that explore media use of refugees (Witteborn, 2015; Dahya & Dryden-Pe-
tersen, 2016; Aboujarour & Krasnova, 2017) or portrayals of refugees by media 
outlets. More recent studies have focused on various aspects of datafication of 
refugee experiences such as their data privacy (Kaurin, 2019), collection of their 
biodata (Madianou, 2019), and smart borders (Metcalfe & Dencik, 2019; Jones, 
2019). While some of these studies focus on legal aspects of using datafied so-
lutions for refugees at the borders (Barrett, 2017; Molnar, 2019), others focus 
on ethical aspects of the issue (Vinck, Pham, & Salah, 2019). There are also 
data justice approaches focusing on fairness in terms of visibility, representa-
tion, and treatment of people based on digital data (Taylor, 2017). The variety 
of studies indicates how refugees and their experiences are engaged with the 
datafication process at various junctions of their lives. However, there is an 
absence in the literature of studies focusing on perspectives of refugees (or other 
data subjects) especially considering their position within hierarchical data rela-
tions and relevant social mechanisms that construct realities for refugees. The 
thesis will look at refugees’ use of social media platforms in telling stories of 
refugeehood (Study I) and then will particularly focus on refugees’ perspectives 
on the use of algorithms in governing their mobility (Study II), ensuring secu-
rity (Study III), and the significance of various contexts, certain algorithms and 
personal histories for algorithmic imaginaries (Study IV). 
The term ‘datafication’ has previously been defined as a transformation of 
social actions into online quantified data, which is then used for real-time 
tracking and predictive analysis (Mayer-Schoenberger & Cukier, 2013). While 
this definition focuses on what datafication is, my thesis aims to explore what 
outcomes this process may have for potentially vulnerable social groups. To that 
end, I understand datafication as a meta-process where data production, collec-
tion, storage, and analysis become commonplace in order to assist, govern and 
control certain social groups, often without equal participation and the consent 
of all the parties involved. This definition draws attention to various parties 
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involved in the datafication process and emphasises the inequalities among 
them. In these hierarchical data relations, certain people and institutions own the 
knowledge and financial means to guide the datafication process while others 
are subject to its outcomes.  
Algorithms function as the driving forces of the datafication process. In or-
der to focus on the social power of algorithms, I follow Beer’s (2017: 4) defini-
tion of algorithms. I consider them to be calculation-based structures that are 
modelled on certain visions of a social world. Various interests and agendas 
shape those visions while they are at the same time being produced in social 
contexts where the algorithms are lived with and where they constitute an inte-
gral part of that social world. Due to the datafication process, more data than 
ever before is available (for a limited number of people/groups/institutions), 
easily collected, stored and analysed, and algorithms are applied to data streams 
to produce certain outcomes. In sum, algorithms process data and transform the 
input data into the desired output following various encoded procedures (Gilles-
pie, 2014). However, this process is not an objective, neutral process of input 
and output, but rather reflects dynamic power relations dependent on the kind of 
data is the input, which encoded procedures will be followed and the ways the 
outcomes affect various groups of people in different contexts. Thus, rather than 
focusing on what algorithms can do, my thesis focuses on potential contexts that 
shape algorithms and the contexts that are shaped by algorithmic outcomes that 
have various consequences for social groups.  
While algorithms are prominent in every aspect of our lives, they are com-
monly used by new media technologies and online platforms. The processes that 
lead to social transformations due to widespread use of media technologies have 
been coined as ‘mediatization’ (Couldry & Hepp 2017). Mediatization refers to 
increasing temporal, spatial and social spread of media use that enables us to 
communicate and keep in touch with people and have access to information, 
and also results in social and cultural transformations that occur as a result of 
mediation going on at every level of interaction (Couldry & Hepp 2017, 124–
126). It is a meta-process that affects a wide variety of social and cultural 
realms through mediation (Janssons, 2018). Mediation, as understood in the 
context of this thesis, means a regular form of communication that makes use of 
a medium (Lundby, 2014). Since social platforms and other media technologies 
mediate information, ideas and knowledge to be distributed to the society, their 
control gives significant power to certain privileged social groups and institu-
tions while restricting others. Moreover, through online media platforms vast 
amounts of data are being collected and stored. Then, the data is being pro-
cessed with algorithms for a variety of purposes such as analytics, content sug-
gestions or personalized ads. Thus, processes of mediatization and datafication 
are enforcing each other. While datafication is often seen as a sub-division of 
mediatization (Couldry & Hepp 2017), I consider it as two processes, which are 
separate yet tightly intertwined. In this thesis, Study I explores how refugees 
construct their own narratives of refugeehood on social media platforms, and 
scrutinizes the discourse refugees use to tell their own stories. Rather than being 
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strictly related to datafication or algorithms, Study I enables a discussion about 
social power of new media technologies especially from the perspective of ref-
ugees.  
The use of algorithms is not limited to social media. Through both digital 
and non-digital means, various authorities and corporations also collect people’s 
data, such as criminal activities, health, finances or travel, which can be ana-
lysed. Analysis provides opportunities for certain people and institutions to sur-
veil people and benefit from their data in numerous ways. This creates a power 
imbalance between those who collect the data and those whose data are col-
lected, those who create algorithms to process the data and those about whom 
important decisions are made with the help of the algorithms. This leads to a 
complex power hierarchy where already marginalized social groups encounter a 
new layer of inequality thanks to novel forms of technology, in this case the 
algorithms.  
While the power hierarchy, created and deepened by new forms of technol-
ogy and especially the algorithms, forms the basis of this thesis, it must also be 
noted that this hierarchy is not straightforward, and the relevant actors are di-
verse and do not occupy a fixed position within this hierarchy. For example, it 
can be claimed that the states occupy a powerful position in data relations. 
However, not every state has the same power or advantages in the context of 
data and data management. Industrialized countries with multi-ethnic popula-
tions such as the United States, Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom 
have been destinations for large migrant and refugee populations, and they often 
use highly advanced border technologies and data management systems 
(Molnar & Gill, 2018). Estonia, by contrast, does not receive large migrant pop-
ulations and instead, it provides e-residency – an initiative that gives foreigners 
global access to Estonian e-services via state-issued digital identity (Tammpuu 
& Masso, 2018). Nevertheless, both these countries have the capacity to use the 
technological innovations and apply them in different fields including their 
(digital) borders in line with their capacity, needs, and policies. However, in 
failed states such as Somalia or Mali, innovative technologies are used by cri-
minals in cross-border networks presenting a danger to the security of the region 
and the world (Kabandula & Shaw, 2018). Thus, every state does not have the 
same opportunistic capacity and the technologic divide can be an issue where 
the existing North-South divide in matters of migration and technology is 
further enforced (Beduschi, 2020). The same also applies to the relations be-
tween states and tech companies. While the states can have policies and regula-
tions for their technology industries, the world’s techno giants can outmanoeu-
vre governments and relevant regulators and gain important advantages in the 
market (Dudley, Banister, & Schwanen, 2017). Tech companies and states also 
cooperate with and support each other. As a result, while refugees are subject to 
increasingly digitalized and datafied border regimes (Metcalfe & Dencik, 
2019),in which certain decisions are made about them by states and other rele-
vant institutions, the power relations between the actors involved in data rela-
tions are not simply top-down with a clear structure. Rather, these relations 
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consist of complex relationships among a diverse set of actors. In understanding 
these relations, refugee perspectives can provide rich and novel insights consid-
ering the insufficiency of input from data subjects’ perspectives to the discus-
sions about innovative technologies and their social outcomes.  
The main discussions in this thesis relate to refugees and their algorithmic 
imaginaries and to major concepts such as agency, contexts, and securitization. 
In the studies that compose this thesis, refugees refer to Syrian people who left 
their homeland and are unable to go back to their country due to the civil war 
irrespective of their legal status. The studies are based on algorithmic imagi-
naries of Syrian refugees. Algorithmic imaginary refers to “the way, in which 
people imagine, perceive, and experience algorithms and what these imagina-
tions make possible” (Bucher, 2017: 31). Agency of refugees is understood as 
refugees’ perspectives that comply with or resist against the use of algorithms 
by different authorities in managing different aspects of life. 
Contexts refer to social, historical and cultural differences in Turkey and 
Estonia that may structure Syrian refugees’ experiences and perceptions about 
algorithms. Turkey and Estonia are chosen as they provide contrasting country 
contexts where Turkey applied an open door policy (Özden, 2013) and currently 
hosts the largest number of Syrian refugees (ECHO, 2021), and Estonia hosts a 
small number of Syrian refugees and applies a selective refugee acceptance 
policy (Vahtla, 2018; Whyte, 2018), especially when compared to Turkey. 
Securitization refers to the tendency to discuss issues related to refugees 
from the perspective of security and portray refugees potentially as a security 
risk (Beck, 2017). However, I problematize securitization further because secu-
rity is a major topic for refugees not only because the way refugees are por-
trayed, but because of the great importance refugees attach to physical security 
due to experiences of instability in their home countries. I refer to this security 
dilemma as a double security paradox – where refugees who leave their home 
countries as a result of security concerns are considered a potential security risk 
in their host countries (Study III). In order to understand the perspectives of 
refugees, Study II explores how refugees perceive the use of relocation algo-
rithms by authorities in managing their mobility, and Study III explores the 
refugees’ perceptions on the use of algorithms for the purpose of security. 
Study IV focuses on the importance of social contexts and personal histories for 
algorithmic imaginaries of refugees.  
Despite the main critical arguments presented in this thesis, I acknowledge 
many benefits of algorithms. Ranging from health to transportation, from secu-
rity to entertainment, algorithms are commonly used and often have results that 
prove to be beneficial such as in diagnosing diseases and reducing traffic con-
gestions, fighting financial crimes and at times recommending useful or fun 
content. However, all these benefits also come with a cost, which is being dis-
cussed a lot less often when compared with the benefits of technological inno-
vations including algorithms. As a result, there is relatively more emphasis on 
the drawbacks of algorithms and their (un)intended consequences that may cre-
ate further disadvantages for certain social groups in my studies (II, III and IV).  
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This thesis mainly falls into critical data (boyd & Crawford, 2012; Iliadis & 
Russo, 2016) and critical algorithmic studies (Kitchin, 2016; Beer, 2017; Noble, 
2018) where social, cultural and critical issues that may arise due to datafication 
are explored with an emphasis on those who are directly subject to these pro-
cesses with limited power. The thesis takes a social constructivist approach and 
considers technology as a social construct that is influenced by social factors 
such as history, economics, and ideology (Mager, 2012). Consequently, there is 
an emphasis on the role social groups play in shaping technology and using the 
opportunities of algorithms and big data. This is a cultural, technological, and 
scholarly phenomenon that rests on the interplay of technology, analysis and 
mythology that focuses on computational and algorithmic power and the belief 
that large data sets provide truth and accuracy (boyd & Crawford, 2012: 664). 
This allows certain social groups to acquire elitist roles that grant them privi-
leges and pushes other social groups further into a disadvantageous social posi-
tion, thus creating divides based on knowledge of and access to big data (An-
drejevic, 2014). While diverse social settings frame how technologies are used 
and perceived, the thesis also acknowledges that the technology and its out-
comes may also shape the society. 
In exploring how the algorithms govern different aspects of everyday life, 
Latzer and Festic (2019: 12) emphasize the gap in the literature for empirical 
studies on users and propose a guideline that emphasises the importance of dif-
ferentiating between “(a) different units of analysis, (b) intentional and uninten-
tional governance effects, (c) public and private, human and nonhuman gov-
erning actors, (d) degrees of automation and of the remaining role of human 
actors in decision-making, as well as (e) the kinds of decisions that are taken by 
algorithms, their different contexts of applications and scopes of risks.” Partially 
following this guideline, I conducted semi-structured interviews (N=19) with 
refugees in Turkey (n=12) and Estonia (n=7). The interviews discussed the po-
tential for issues and outcomes of algorithms for refugees’ lives, the importance 
of governing actors in algorithmic governance – a form of social ordering that 
relies on coordination between actors, is based on rules and incorporates partic-
ularly complex computer-based epistemic procedures (Katzenbach & Ulbricht, 
2019).  
By exploring algorithmic imaginaries of refugees, the thesis provides three 
main novel contributions. First, it is a bottom-up study. I do not consider refu-
gees only as (social media) users, but as a securitized social group that already 
occupies a marginalized position in the society, and I aim to explore the per-
spectives of refugees on algorithms at the crossroads of agency, securitization, 
and contexts. Secondly, it is an empirical study based on stories by, and inter-
views with, Syrian refugees and thus gives them a voice in the discourse sur-
rounding issues related to datafication. Thirdly, the cultural context of the study 
is two-fold involving Turkey and Estonia, and enabling a comparative analysis 
of two distinct contexts for algorithmic imaginaries of Syrian refugees. Consid-
ering these three novel contributions, this thesis studies hierarchical data rela-
tions that structure and are structured by various contexts and social spaces 
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based on algorithmic imaginaries of Syrian refugees, who are a securitized so-
cial group with limited agency regarding decisions about their own mobility and 
lives. Exploring the perspectives of refugees on algorithms creates a unique 
opportunity for understanding the alternative imaginary about algorithms that 
includes the concerns and experiences of social groups who are affected by the 
algorithms. 
I have structured the cover text into six further chapters. 2: Study Contexts – I 
provide brief background information on the civil war in Syria, which led 
Syrians to leave their homeland; and then I discuss Estonia and Turkey as two 
of the several host countries for Syrian refugees. 3: Setting the Problem – I 
further clarify the concepts used in the cover text, explain both theoretical and 
empirical gaps that my thesis addresses and pose the research questions. 4: 
Methodology – I present the methods – narrative analysis and semi-structured 
interviews – used in the four studies and the ethical considerations. 5: Findings – 
I present the results of the studies. 6: Discussion – I explain and evaluate the 
results and show how they relate to the corpus of research on algorithms af-
fecting refugees. 7: Conclusions – I argue how the findings relate to the re-
search questions and present avenues future research should take.    
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2. STUDY CONTEXTS 
In this chapter, I provide brief background information about the civil war in 
Syria and the resulting refugee movements to other countries. Then, I specifi-
cally focus on two host countries: Turkey and Estonia. Since this thesis is main-
ly concerned with algorithmic imaginaries of Syrian refugees, Turkey and Esto-
nia provide two distinct, contrasting cases to understand how the contexts 
potentially structure algorithmic imaginaries.  
 
 
2.1 Syrian Civil War and refugees 
A peaceful protest by the residents of rural areas and peripheral regions of Syria 
turned into a popular uprising, a revolution and then a civil war between ethnic 
and religious communities in a few weeks in Syria (Zisser, 2019). Since its 
beginning in March 2011, Syria’s civil war led to indiscriminate attacks on ci-
vilian targets by local, regional and global powers, sectarian atrocities, and re-
gional instability making Syria a base for terrorist organizations (Byman & 
Speakman, 2016). As a result, Syria’s people still suffer a heavy cost in terms of 
economy, infrastructure, and displacement with an alarming and ongoing hu-
manitarian situation.  
According to the European Commission’s Factsheet (ECHO, 2021) there are 
around 7 million internally displaced people in Syria while 5.6 million Syrians 
have fled across the borders. The majority of the refugees are registered in 
countries bordering Syria. There are 3.6 million registered Syrian refugees in 
Turkey, 880,000 in Lebanon and 662,000 in Jordan (ECHO, 2021).  
Syrian refugees reached Europe notably in 2015. European Union member 
states together with Norway and Switzerland received 1.3 million asylum appli-
cations, of which 378,000 were from Syrian refugees (Pew Research Center, 
2016). In 2015–2016, nearly all applications from Syrian refugees were ap-
proved and according to the Pew Research Center (2018), there were 530,000 
Syrian refugees in Germany, 110,000 in Sweden and 50,000 in Austria by the 
end of 2017. The increasing number of Syrian refugees seeking asylum in other 
countries resulted in changes in public attitudes and policies towards Syrian 
refugees. While the refugees were welcomed initially, security concerns soon 
mounted and refugees started to be seen as a burden on the local job market and 
economy both in Syria’s neighbours (Bel-Air, 2016) and in Europe (Liebe, 





2.2 Turkey and Estonia as two host countries  
for Syrian refugees 
Turkey shares a long border with Syria and the Turkish people have close his-
torical, religious, and kindship ties with Syrian people especially at the border 
regions. Turkey hosts 3.6 million Syrian refugees (ECHO, 2021) and allowed 
Syrians to enter following the civil war. Instead of recognizing arriving Syrians 
as refugees, Turkey provided them “guests” status under a temporary protection 
regimen following its open-door policy (Özden, 2013). Lack of refugee status 
restricted certain rights for these ‘guests’ and resulted in difficulties especially 
in accessing the job market. In 2016, Syrian refugees were allowed to work in 
Turkey which helped them to access work opportunities across the country and 
resulted in their relative dispersal throughout the country (Esen & Binatlı, 
2017). Thus, Turkey has the highest number of Syrian refugees in the world 
(ECHO, 2021) and provides a complex context for refugees where society both 
welcomes and excludes them.  
Contrary to Turkey, Estonia only accepted Syrian refugees through the EU 
quota scheme in line with the EU's 2015 migration plan. Accordingly, 206 refu-
gees were relocated to Estonia of whom 88 migrated out of Estonia (Vahtla, 
2018). The quotas for accepting more refugees for the following year, 2018 
have not been met (Whyte, 2018). So, in comparison with Turkey, Estonia has 
far less cultural and far fewer physical connections with Syria. Moreover, Esto-
nia has a selective relocation procedure allowing a restricted number of refugees 
to enter after a selection process (Vahtla, 2018; Whyte, 2018). Both security and 
border issues have been historically a part of the national discourse and they are 
still relevant today regarding (digital) migration policy in Estonia (Tammpuu & 
Masso, 2019). Estonia is often viewed as a technologically advanced, innova-
tive country that uses digital solutions in the public sector (Nielsen, 2017) mak-
ing it an interesting case for studying perceptions on datafied solutions. The 
differences in the size of hosted Syrian refugee community, policies for accept-
ing refugees, and cultural connections to Syrian people and tendency to use 
technological solutions create an interesting case for exploring and contrasting 
Turkey and Estonia as two distinct contexts.   
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3. SETTING THE PROBLEM 
In this chapter, I discuss datafication and the role algorithms play in this process 
following critical data and critical algorithm studies. Then, I explore techno-
enthusiastic and critical perspectives towards algorithms in order to clarify their 
importance on the social power of algorithms. Then, I discuss the use of algo-
rithms for refugees and clarify why I choose refugees to study algorithmic im-
aginaries specifically. Following this subsection, I focus on the main concepts 
of this thesis, agency and securitization, to lay the foundation of the research 
questions presented at the end of the chapter.  
 
 
3.1 Approaches to datafication and data 
Datafication refers to the process where all aspects of life are transformed into 
quantifiable data (Mayer-Schoenberger & Cukier, 2013). As a result, there are 
vast amounts of quantifiable data available. This abundance of data is beneficial 
in many aspects. The main promises of datafication are greater efficiency, im-
proved productivity and increased decision-making capabilities (Gamage, 
2016). By turning every aspect of life into data, it becomes possible to track, 
monitor and eventually optimize the processes. For example, with the help of 
machine learning approaches on large data sets, elections results can be pre-
dicted quite accurately (Beauchamp, 2017). The public sector may use big data 
to provide better, faster and cheaper services and tackle issues such as financial 
fraud, developing real time responses or identifying those in need (Maciejewski, 
2016). By applying various classifiers to social media data available on Web 
forums, adverse reactions to medical drugs can be spotted and relevant 
measures can be taken (Yang, Kiang, & Shang, 2015). Thus, datafication pro-
vides opportunities for many fields of life ranging from election forecasting to 
public governance to health.  
The availability of data and new ways of analyses have also been perceived 
as an opportunity within the social sciences. Arguments have been raised that 
with the use of computational approaches applied to big data, better models can 
be developed for answering social science questions (Hindman, 2015) and re-
searchers can understand new kinds of complexities thanks to what this novel 
approach enables (Bengio, et al., 2019). Anderson (2008) even argues that so-
cial sciences should change the way knowledge is produced and instead of fo-
cusing on ‘why’ and understanding social processes with the help of social the-
ory, scientists should focus on ‘what’ and try to track and measure people’s 
behaviour that is easily accessible thanks to big data. These techno-determinis-
tic approaches have met with criticism (Masso, Männiste, & Siibak, 2020). The 
criticism usually focuses around computational methods’ inability to grasp the 
diversity of humans and human experiences, the need for a reflexive and con-
textually nuanced epistemology (Kitchin, 2014), and analyses potentially lead-
ing to irrelevant theories, and dubious conclusions (Veltri, 2017). Additionally, 
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there are also discussions that focus on data from ontological (data as structured 
by the reality and at the same time structures the reality), epistemological (data 
as a source of knowledge, a way of knowing) and ideological perspectives 
(Masso, Tiidenberg, &Siibak, 2020). Abundance of approaches to data and the 
datafication process point out to the need for further studies and discussions 
from diverse perspectives and the potential outcomes of these approaches for all 
kinds of social groups.  
Critical approaches towards datafication are not limited to knowledge pro-
duction in social sciences. There are empirical studies that emphasise the draw-
backs of datafication process. Researchers (Sanders & Hannem, 2012; Richard-
son, Schultz, & Crawford, 2019; Minocher & Randall, 2020) confirm that pre-
dictive policing is biased against coloured communities because historically 
these communities have been criminalized and consequently the datasets are 
inherently biased and minority communities are overrepresented in police data-
bases. When it comes to urban development projects, the physical marginaliza-
tion of minority communities is also reflected in their digital data as they are 
either invisible or poorly visible (Heeks & Shekhar, 2019). This indicates that 
datafication is a process where certain groups are identified and portrayed as 
either legitimate or risky over others, where certain people have full visibility 
while others are wholly or partially disregarded. 
Through datafication, it becomes a legitimate practice to access, understand, 
and monitor people and to make predictions and automated decisions (Van 
Dijck, 2014). Datafication is the main component of networked platforms and 
media practices, representing a new and powerful system of knowledge altering 
the conditions, under which people make sense of the world (Milan, 2018). 
Those with the knowledge of, access to and control over the datafication pro-
cess and tools acquire an important advantage in society by having the power to 
frame how people make sense of the world. The social groups who lack these 
advantages become subjects of potential outcomes of the datafication process.  
This thesis is based on the inequality between different social groups in their 
relation to datafication. As explained in the introduction chapter, I understand 
datafication as a process where data production, collection, storage, and analysis 
become commonplace in order to assist, govern and control certain social 
groups often without equal participation and consent of all the parties involved. 
I understand it as a process because datafication transforms all aspects of life 
where data is constantly produced, collected, stored and analysed with social 
consequences for individuals. This process creates inequalities between those 
that can collect data and those whose data is collected. The unequal participa-
tion in the datafication process and its outcomes for various social groups are 
also discussed in the literature. Zuboff (2015) discusses Surveillance Capitalism 
and refers to it as a new logic of accumulation that analyses behavioural data 
and creates value by predicting and shaping human behaviour, mainly respond-
ing to business logic. This points out the power dynamic between tech-compa-
nies as well as digital platforms that collect data and individuals whose data are 
being collected and analysed to shape behavioural outcomes. This creates a 
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divide between “data rich” and “data poor” (boyd & Crawford, 2011). While 
government institutions, international organizations, research institutes, data-
bases, third sector agencies and tech companies are considered data rich as they 
have the means to utilize data, individuals whose data are collected are assumed 
to be data poor (Andrejevic, 2014). This power imbalance creates further risks 
especially for people from already marginalized communities. At this point, it is 
important to research datafication from the perspectives of marginalized com-
munities and gain insights into the potential of datafication in furthering ine-
qualities within society.  
Rather than providing an analysis of support for, and criticism against, data-
fication I focus on algorithms that function as the driving force of datafication 
process and provide both techno-utopic and critical approaches to algorithms in 
the upcoming subsections to narrow down the focus of this thesis.  
 
 
3.2 Algorithms and their social power 
Algorithms process data. By filtering, listing, scoring and evaluating, they find 
patterns, trends and relationships in the data (Just & Latzer, 2016). Basically, 
algorithms transform the input data into the desired output following various 
encoded procedures (Gillespie, 2014). Therefore, algorithms are a crucial aspect 
of datafication. The availability of data comes into use once algorithms are ap-
plied to these large amounts of data and following the encoded procedures, al-
gorithms create an output based on the input data. Rather than being neutral 
technical entities, algorithms always operate within, and are shaped by, those 
social contexts where diverse power relations are in place (Beer, 2017). Issues 
concerning, which data is used as the input, which encoded procedures are fol-
lowed and which outcomes are desired by and for whom sets the power rela-
tions. Therefore, algorithms can function as “a mechanism for elucidating and 
articulating the power structures, biases, and influences that computational arte-
facts exercise in society” (Diakopoulos, 2015: 398). In order to focus on their 
social power, I rely on Beer’s (2017: 4) definition of algorithms and consider 
them to be calculation-based structures, which are modelled on certain visions 
of a social world that are shaped by various interests and agendas. I accept 
Beer’s argument that algorithms are produced in social contexts, in which algo-
rithms are lived with and they constitute an integral part of that social world 
(Beer, 2017, 4). In this definition, there is an emphasis on various interests and 
agendas that are in place with algorithmic processes and also the social con-
texts, in which algorithms are produced and also of which algorithms are an 
internal element.  
The social power of algorithms is not limited to their impact and conse-
quences for individuals or social groups, the notions and ideas circulating about 
algorithms also have to be considered in understanding how powerful the algo-
rithms are (Beer, 2017: 2). The ways authorities, organizations, media outlets, 
companies or users depict algorithms provide ideas about what algorithms are, 
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what they can do and what their outcomes should be. These ideas, in return, 
shape the norms of what is accepted and expected from the new technological 
developments. Bucher (2017: 31) initially defines this as algorithmic imaginary – 
“the way, in which people imagine, perceive, and experience algorithms and 
what these imaginations make possible.” My thesis focuses on algorithmic im-
aginaries of refugees in order to understand the social power of algorithms from 
the perspective of refugees.  
How algorithms are imagined have important consequences for how lives 
are experienced and governed. Through collective efforts, goals dreamed in 
science laboratories and R&D departments may turn into shared objectives, 
which are reflected in the design and production of actual technologies. Algo-
rithms, as the product of technocratic expertise embeds the imaginaries, ideas, 
objectives and business plans of programmers, their employers and their finan-
ciers into the fabrication and functioning of specific places (Williamson, 2018). 
However, once again the choice of whose ideas and ideals are included in these 
processes raises important questions especially in instances where the algo-
rithms are used in making important decisions about certain groups of people. 
Therefore, it is necessary to understand the core approaches to algorithms in 
order to make sense of competing imaginaries and their importance in under-
standing social power of algorithms. 
 
 
3.2.1 Techno-utopic approaches to algorithms 
The notions that technology constructs society and technological progress 
equals social progress points to technological determinism and this approach is 
very common in business and policy circles, and often accepted as common 
sense (Wyatt, 2008). While technological innovations do not necessarily gener-
ate solutions to complex societal challenges (Cinar & Benneworth, 2020), po-
tential problems that may arise due to using such technologies is also often 
overlooked (Morozov, 2013). This techno-solutionist approach is also visible 
when it comes to algorithms. The dominant algorithmic imaginary is based on 
the neo-liberal ideal of efficiency and maximization (Holford, 2019). The idea 
is that algorithms solve problems and bring about progress in society, providing 
efficiency and maximization. As a result, there is a growing interest and will-
ingness to utilize algorithms in every field in an effort to increase productivity 
and maximize profitability. Broader power structures that operate within socie-
ties find their ways into algorithmic processes and the capitalist ideologies be-
come an integral part of algorithms (Mager, 2012; Couldry and Mejias, 2019). 
Algorithms use indicators that are based on aspects that can be measured (data-
fied) rather than what really matters. The whole process contributes to the de-
humanization of algorithms where the outcomes such as decisions for governing 
people are not based on what really matters for people but rather what sort of 
agendas are followed by power structures that decide about how the algorithms 
should function.  
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Techno-euphoric interpretations of Internet technologies and their portrayal 
as the driving forces for economic and social progress benefit the power struc-
tures that develop and use these technologies (Mozorov, 2013; Mager, 2015). 
These power structures such as corporations or governments that develop, use 
or sell these technologies tend to depict algorithmic outcomes as neutral, effi-
cient, objective and trustworthy. Digital utopian discourses such as over enthu-
siastic algorithmic imaginaries can be used at a political level to ‘mask, facili-
tate, and eventually legitimize centralized and authoritarian practices’ (Trere, 
2019: 138) or they can also be used in resisting authoritative practices. The will 
to comply with or resist algorithms depends on the algorithmic imaginaries 
people have. Therefore, it is highly important to explore, analyse and under-
stand the perspectives of different groups of people subjected to algorithms. 
 
 
3.2.2 Critical approaches to algorithms 
While the technologies and relevant data processing techniques are developing 
along with the potential risks they bring about, such as discrimination and bias, 
the mechanisms and awareness regarding combating such risks are not being 
developed as much (Taylor, 2017). There is a growing corpus of literature in 
critical data studies that question ‘what all this data means, who gets access to 
what data, how data analysis is deployed, and to what ends’ (boyd & Crawford, 
2012: 664). Through critical questions, scholars provide an analysis of big data 
and algorithms and what they mean for individuals and society at large with an 
emphasis on power inequalities and oppression of societally marginalized 
groups. My thesis also falls within critical data studies as I try to explore the 
perspectives of refugees in relation to algorithms used in managing various as-
pects of refugee life.  
Many of the critical studies focus on the increasing inequalities within soci-
ety resulting from algorithms. Decisions in finance, employment, politics, 
health, and public services are increasingly being taken by algorithms and other 
relevant technological systems where people may be profiled into a category, 
which may adversely impact a service they are receiving and also how they are 
evaluated or treated by authorities (Eubanks 2018; O'Neil 2016). These deci-
sions affect the poorer and marginalized segments of society the most. The nu-
ance gets lost in these decisions and individuals are reduced to mere statistical 
categories. 
Lack of transparency has also been a major criticism against algorithms. 
They have been perceived as a ‘black box’ due to their opaque inner workings 
and immunity to scrutiny (Pasquale 2015). Therefore, decisions based on algo-
rithms are not assumed to be fair or impartial as many actions of the authorities 
can be justified with a ‘computer said so’ approach (Gangadharan 2015) creat-
ing a power imbalance between those making decisions about algorithms and 
those who are subject to those decisions. While I agree that algorithms have 
opaque structures with highly complex inner workings, the social power of al-
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gorithms can still be explored. Bucher (2017) argues that understanding how 
users experience and make sense of algorithms on various platforms and how 
these experiences affect the expectations of users from algorithmic systems 
actually shapes the algorithms and helps us in understanding social power of 
algorithms. Although I follow this approach, my thesis goes beyond considering 
refugees as the users of certain media platforms and instead explores social 
power of algorithms from the perspectives of a social group whose life and mo-
bility is governed through algorithms (Study II) and who is a more likely target 
for algorithmic selections (Study III).  
There are also critical techno-legal approaches that focus on the legality of 
datafication-related practices such as data collection and analysis, relevant au-
tonomy issues (Hildebrandt, 2015), data privacy (Cohen, 2013) and data sharing 
between private and public sectors (Taylor, 2018). Moreover, ethical concerns 
related to big data (Mittelstadt & Floridi, 2016) and algorithms (Mittelstadt, 
Allo, Taddeo, Wachter, & Floridi, 2016) are also raised focusing on issues such 
as informed consent, ownership and privacy, potential issues related to data and 
its quality that affect algorithmic outcomes and their fairness, transformative 
effects of algorithms and traceability. In addition to data ethics, scholars, state 
authorities and companies also take part in discussions related to data ethics 
issues to position themselves as trustworthy parties involved in the processes of 
datafication (Bean, 2018; Robinson, 2020).  
Many approaches that aim at providing solutions for negative consequences 
of algorithms emphasise the issues related to representation, design or applica-
tion of data and recommend further technological solutions such as inclusion or 
further data collection and algorithmic sophistication (Dencik, 2020). However, 
rather than focusing on technological remedies, understanding algorithms and 
algorithmic outcomes within specific social contexts can help us further in ex-
ploring the social power of algorithms. My thesis is based on the premise that 
algorithms are used in decision-making processes in many fields of life and they 
create a power imbalance between those who have the power and technological 
expertise and those who are subject to algorithmic decisions. Thus, algorithms 
have concrete outcomes that are imagined, experienced, negotiated, complied 
with or resisted against by different social groups. The thesis scrutinizes the 
algorithmic imaginaries of refugees to explore their position in these unequal 
data relations. While social power of algorithms and potential negative conse-
quences are confirmed on the basis of algorithmic imaginaries of Syrian refu-
gees, the thesis also allows a discussion about social spaces and contexts that 
are (dis)considered within algorithmic processes and what kind of social 
spaces/contexts are potentially constructed for refugees through algorithms.  
There are studies exploring public perceptions about algorithms. Helberger, 
Araujo and Vreese (2020) acknowledge that it is the citizens who are affected 
by algorithmic decisions and they are the ones who engage with, resist and ul-
timately accept algorithmic systems and corresponding authorities. Their study 
conducted with the Dutch public found that while some respondents consider 
algorithms fairer and alarmingly in idealistic terms, others still consider humans 
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as fair decision makers (Helberger, Araujo, & Vreese, 2020). Also, Grgic-
Hlaca, Redmiles, and Krishna (2018) conducted research in the USA, which 
specifically focused on criminal risk prediction algorithms and found that peo-
ple’s perception of what is fair or unfair about algorithms goes beyond discrimi-
nation and it mostly depends on people’s value judgements. The authors of that 
research suggest further studies that explore perceptions of algorithmic fairness 
in different cultures and decision-making contexts (Grgic-Hlaca, Redmiles & 
Krishna, 2018). In Australia, Lupton and Michael (2017) found that while 
participants were aware of their data being collected, they did not know how 
their personal data was becoming a part of bigger data sets and there was an 
emphasis on who uses the data and for what it is repurposed. Lupton and 
Michael (2017) also acknowledge that the participants were mostly young and 
highly educated and encourage further studies with marginalized or socio-eco-
nomically disadvantaged social groups.  
While the studies above explore the public perception on algorithms, my 
thesis focuses on algorithmic imaginaries of refugees as a marginalized, secu-
ritized and usually socio-economically disadvantaged community. It explores 
the potential influence of cultural and contextual sensitivities regarding algo-
rithms acknowledging hierarchical data relations in society and potential diffi-
culties securitized communities may experience within these relations.   
 
 
3.3 Algorithms for refugees  
Algorithms construct social realities through making automated selections for 
and about people (Just & Latzer, 2016). In my thesis, I focus on algorithmic 
imaginaries of refugees because how refugees understand, experience, and im-
agine algorithms shape how/if they agree with or resist potential algorithmic 
outcomes and these imaginaries may potentially also construct new social reali-
ties for refugees. I understand algorithmic imaginaries as refugees’ positive and 
negative ideas about algorithms, the perceived concerns and opportunities, pos-
sible solutions and recommendations they propose in relation to algorithms. I 
chose refugees as the social group to include in my studies because they con-
stitute one of the most technologically targeted social groups in the society. 
Ranging from vast interoperable databases to digital registration processes, from 
biometric data collection to various forms of data-driven risk and vulnerability 
assessments, refugees are becoming subject to increasing digitalized forms of 
control especially in Europe (Metcalfe & Dencik, 2019). Invasive methods of 
data collection such as eye scans for refugees and voice-imprinting software for 
use in asylum applications has been criticized by international organizations 
such as the United Nations (Fallon, 2020). Yet, the smart borders and related 
technologies used in governing and exploiting the mobility of people are be-
coming more commonplace.  
The use of algorithms especially at the borders and main travel hubs are jus-
tified as measures for ensuring security (Ulbricht, 2018). Targeting potential 
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terrorists, ensuring the security of airports and other transportation networks 
(Tambe, 2012) or face recognition systems for police use (Kotsoglou & Oswald, 
2020) are just a few examples of algorithms used for security purposes. While 
seeking asylum is a fundamental human right, migration and especially forced 
migration have been associated with issues such as terrorism, high crime rates 
and social unrest (Weiner, 1992/93; Lohrmann, 2000). With the arrival of Syr-
ian refugees into Europe, top-level politicians from every spectrum of the politi-
cal camp and leading activists in Europe have associated Middle Eastern Mus-
lim refugees with terrorism, accused them of exploiting European resources and 
portrayed them as threats to the cultural achievements of European societies 
(Beck, 2017). This kind of securitization of refugees often translates into further 
legitimization of algorithms especially when used both for and against refugees 
at European borders.  
Borders present a major set of challenges for refugees in terms of their data, 
vulnerability and power. At and across borders, refugees become subject to 
biopolitics – strategies and mechanisms that manage human’s lives and bodies 
through power and authority (Foucault, 1997). At the intersections of life and 
politics, and through various technologies used at the borders that aim to collect 
information on refugee bodies (biometric or not), refugees become subjects of 
surveillance where power becomes more anonymous and functional and those 
who are subject to this power become more individualized. At the same time, 
while the subject becomes more individualized within the mass, their intrinsic 
complexities are also being diminished (Foucault, 1995: 193–121). Thus, mech-
anisms of contemporary surveillance reduce the individuals to ‘dividuals’ 
(Deleuze, 1992) that consist of separate data points, that are used for a set of 
purposes such as making decisions about refugees or predicting and calculating 
if they would pose a security concern for the country. The subject trying to 
cross the border becomes ‘the object of a technology and knowledge of rectifi-
cation, readaptation, reinsertion, and correction’ (Foucault 2003, p. 21). There-
fore, biopolitics is always a politics of differential vulnerability that relies on the 
establishment of hierarchies in the value of lives, producing and multiplying 
vulnerability as a means of governing people (Lorenzini, 2020: 43–44). Refu-
gees that escape from their home countries encounter a new form of vulnerabil-
ity that is further deepened by border technologies and algorithms that collect, 
store, and analyse their data and eventually make and assist decisions about if 
the refugee will be allowed in the country and even if allowed, what sort of 
opportunities will be available to them. Refugees often have very little 
knowledge or control about their data, data collection methods and purposes of 
these processes and they have very limited opportunities to confront these data 
processes.  
Ruckenstein and Schüll (2017) point out the various degrees within the no-
tion of ‘data poor’ as some people are “poorer” when it comes to their ability 
and power to exercise control over their data. Refugees can easily be catego-
rized as data poorer in this classification. Asylum seekers and refugees are re-
quired to share a great deal of personal data throughout their journey with vari-
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ous authorities such as UN agencies, and local border and law enforcement of-
ficers. Yet, usually the mechanisms to protect their rights in relation to their 
data are insufficient, and refugees’ informed consent for the collection and use 
of their data is ignored (Kaurin, 2019). These technologies are highly invisible 
and there is no real choice for opting out (Greenfield, 2006). This prevents refu-
gees from assessing the risks of sharing their data with the authorities and 
making informed decisions. As a result, the agency of refugees concerning their 
data and their involvement in the relevant decisions taken with the use of these 
data becomes limited.  
 
 
3.4 Applying the concept of “agency” for refugees in  
algorithmic processes 
Agency is a widely used concept across various science disciplines. In sociol-
ogy, it is understood as what individuals can do, know, and control in contrast 
to structural factors such as the institutions, governments and policies which can 
restrict individuals (Barker & Jane, 2016). However, agency is not only about 
what an individual can do, but it is also about reflexivity: what a person can do 
with a specific intention (Mitcham, 2014). Agency also concerns possible ac-
tions and their outcomes as a response to emerging and evolving situations 
(Emirbayer & Mische, 1998), which requires an understanding of the context in 
which the situation takes place. Thus, agency is context dependent. Based on 
this understanding of agency, algorithms are unable to have their own agency 
and be held accountable as they do not have an intention of their own or are 
unable to reflect on or evaluate diverse situations (Klinger & Svensson, 2018). 
However, algorithms can facilitate and further the intentions of people who 
design and regulate them and restrict the agency of certain social groups. Thus, 
understanding agency requires an exploration of structures of datafication, the 
possibility of individual agency and the spaces in between (Kennedy, Poell, & 
Dijk, 2015) along with places where data has connections, and the interfaces 
that recontexualize data (Loukissas, 2019). 
There are discussions about agency on social media platforms with refer-
ences to social media logic. Van Dijk and Poell emphasise the importance of 
programming and algorithms for social media logic – “the strategies, mecha-
nisms, and economies underpinning social media platforms' dynamics” (2013, 
3) – and consider datafication as the main part of social media logic. Datafica-
tion provides opportunities of predictive and real-time analysis to social media 
platforms, giving them an advantage over mass media. Van Dijk and Poell 
(2013) argue that through algorithms and other forms of programming a variety 
of social media platforms may: influence the data traffic; trigger user reactions 
and shape relational activities between the users of the platform, which creates 
further data. Users can also steer information streams by influencing the algo-
rithms. I think the power imbalance between the platforms and users has to be 
mentioned here as the platforms can adjust their algorithms and cause a differ-
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ence outcome for millions of users, whereas users would need to have aware-
ness of algorithms and their functions and actively work to change the individ-
ual information stream they receive on the platform.  
Klinger and Svensson (2018) argue that algorithms do not replace social me-
dia logic but they are a result of it. Algorithms privilege the popular content, 
and create connections between like-minded users, effecting how information is 
distributed on social media platforms. While the acknowledging the effect of 
algorithms on social media platforms, Klinger and Svensson (2018) state that 
algorithms do not make rational decisions and replace people without human 
bias. Algorithms actually have an input stage and perform certain tasks accord-
ing to the way they are coded. Therefore, human agency and relevant social 
(and corporate) values are present in algorithms through data, programming, 
and design. This is also the understanding in my thesis that algorithms do not 
have a reflective agency and instead the agency lays with the authorities that 
design, program and regulate the algorithms.  
The studies that explore the agency of users on various media platforms (see 
Treré, Jeppesen, & Mattoni, 2017 and Velkova & Kaun, 2019) generally focus 
on resistance since objecting to the power of algorithms and developing tactics 
against algorithmic outcomes demonstrates that the users exercise their agency 
in relation to algorithms. Those studies that explore social power of algorithms 
by focusing on users provide a bottom-up approach to critical data studies.  
My thesis also follows a bottom-up approach and focuses on refugees. Alt-
hough refugees do not necessarily provide their data by using social media plat-
forms, they are requested to submit their data using various platforms (both 
digital and non-digital) throughout their journey, before, at and after crossing 
the borders. At these crossings, refugees have relatively very little agency in 
relation to their data as the relevant institutions expect refugees to share their 
data and not doing so can result in serious consequences such as their asylum 
applications being rejected. In my studies, agency of refugees in relation to al-
gorithms is understood as their negotiations concerning algorithms – potential 
positive and negative outcomes, suggestions on how to improve certain aspects 
of algorithms and resulting attitudes that comply with or resist algorithmic out-
comes. 
 
3.5 Research questions  
Datafication shapes social relations within the society and results in different 
outcomes for different social groups, creating unequal data relations. While it 
can provide opportunities, it also brings about oppression and further marginali-
zation for certain social groups, excluding them from the processes usually por-
trayed and perceived as a technological advancement. Therefore, the first ques-
tion the thesis explores focuses on the agency of refugees in the new digital 
environments, both on social media platforms in general (Study I) and specifi-
cally in relation to algorithms (Study II, III, IV).  
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RQ1 – How do refugees negotiate their agency in relation to algorithms? (Study 
I, II, IV)  
All types of social contexts create both opportunities and problems for people. 
Certain social groups struggle with their own sets of problems. Being a refugee 
is usually intertwined with difficult experiences where people have to leave 
their homelands due to various reasons that threaten their safety and wellbeing. 
Thus, it is expected that refugees attach great importance to physical security. 
However, recently discussions about refugees have taken a perspective that 
focuses on the security of the host countries instead of the human rights of the 
refugees. This tendency is even clearer when the refugees are from the Middle 
East. The second research question focuses on refugees as securitized subjects 
and explores the perspectives of refugees on the use of algorithms for security 
purposes. Thus, the intention is to explore this security dilemma from the 
perspective of refugees.  
 
RQ2 – How do the refugees as securitized subjects perceive the use of algo-
rithms for security? (Study II, III) 
Only within specific contexts, can agency be negotiated and securitization takes 
place. Therefore, the third research question focuses on how the social contexts 
shape the algorithmic imaginaries of refugees. The social contexts here refer to 
the host countries of Estonia and Turkey. This research question also explores 
which sorts of projections are made in relation to algorithms and the potential 
social contexts the algorithms may create based on perceptions of the refugees.   
 
RQ3 – How do the social contexts, in which the design and use of algorithmic 
solutions are embedded, shape the perceptions of refugees on algorithms? 
(Study II, III, IV) 
These three research questions allow a discussion about agency, securitization, 
and contexts where refugees and algorithms engage in and create hierarchical 
data relations among a set of actors that are involved in data processes in diffe-
rent ways. This relation is explored through the algorithmic imaginaries of refu-





This chapter presents the methods used in the four studies. The thesis aims to 
explore algorithmic imaginaries of refugees. Algorithms are used to govern the 
life and mobility of refugees and their algorithmic imaginaries construct social 
realities to determine if and to what extent the refugees will accept or resist 
algorithmic outcomes. Rather than aiming for generalizability, I try to under-
stand imaginaries of refugees about algorithms and gain insights into hierar-
chical data relations by learning about refugees’ opinions, concerns and percep-
tions about various algorithms. Therefore, I used qualitative approaches in my 
studies to answer the research questions. More precisely, I used narrative analy-
sis in Study I and in-depth interviews in Study II, III and IV. 
 
 
4.1 Narrative analysis 
In Study I, I aimed at exploring how refugees construct stories about their expe-
riences of refugeehood online. Although the narratives of the refugees can prob-
ably be observed in many host countries with refugee communities, Turkey was 
chosen as the case for the study since it hosts the largest number of Syrian refu-
gees. I explored two stories that Syrian refugees in Turkey narrated on a social 
media initiative called Why am I in Turkey? On the website of the initiative 
(whyamiinturkey.com), is the statement that “sharing the stories of refugees in 
Turkey to the world, we hope that it will create bridges and also combat the nega-
tive outlook at people who are seeking a better life.” The initiative also has a 
Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/NedenTurkiyedeyim). Currently the 
initiative’s pages are not active on Twitter or Instagram (@whyamiinturkey), yet 
the stories can be easily shared on these platforms via the website.  
In this social media initiative, the stories are narrated by Syrian refugees and 
transcribed and translated by a volunteer (who is at times also Syrian but not 
always). The stories are published in three languages: Arabic, Turkish, and 
English, aiming for a widespread circulation to Syrian community at large, the 
host society and beyond. There are a total of 120 stories. There is often also a 
photo of the narrator accompanying their story. For the analysis, I chose the first 
two stories in English that I came across where the face of the narrator was not 
visible in order to ensure the anonymity of the narrator.  
Narratives provide nuanced information about people who have less voice in 
society, are underrepresented or considered deviant, drawing attention to social 
exclusion and oppression they experience (Bischoping and Gazso 2016: 7). 
Therefore, we decided to use narrative analysis in Study I. We analysed the 
texts both structurally and linguistically and focused on how social power abuse 
and inequality are enacted, reproduced, legitimated, and resisted by text in the 
social and political contexts (van Dijk 2015: 466) with a critical discourse anal-
ysis approach. The analysis focused on the time-space sequence, the use of pro-
nouns, active versus passive sentences and semantics in order to understand 
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4.2 Semi-structured interviews and thematic analysis 
Interviewing is considered a strong data collection tool in learning how individ-
uals experience, perceive and imagine a certain phenomenon (Brinkmann, 
2013). In Studies II, III, and IV, I used in-depth interviews and mainly asked 
open-ended questions in semi-structured format as this type of interview allows 
a more flexible approach where the interviewer can follow a less structured 
questioning process and can explore unexpected, spontaneous responses and 
issues raised by the interviewees (Ryan, Coughlan, & Cronin, 2009).  
I conducted in-depth, face-to-face interviews with Syrian refugees in Estonia 
and Turkey. Since the aim of the studies was to explore the perspectives of ref-
ugees on algorithms, I used a purposeful sampling strategy to ensure the inclu-
sion of diverse perspectives in the study, and then used the snow-ball method to 
recruit new refugees with the help of the initial interviewees.  
I interviewed Syrian refugees between the ages of 18–45 years old (N=19). 
Irrespective of their official refugee status, the sample included Syrians who left 
their country and were unable to return due to the civil war in Syria. The refu-
gees interviewed in Estonia (n=7) lived not only in the capital, Tallinn, but also 
remote parts of the country. The refugees interviewed in Turkey (n=12) were all 
residing in Istanbul and often in neighbourhoods with dense Syrian populations 
creating a contrasting context when compared with Syrian refugees in Estonia. 
The sample consisted of 10 women and 9 men who had varying levels of edu-
cation ranging from interrupted middle and high-school to post-graduate stud-
ies. All the interviewees had a cell-phone and were active internet and social 
media users. They had accounts on various social media platforms such as Fa-
cebook, Instagram, YouTube or Twitter. While majority of the interviewers 
were mainly using the platforms to keep in touch with their social networks, 
some of them used the social media platforms for diverse purposes such as busi-
ness, education, and entertainment connected to both their home and host 
countries. This ensured they are engaged with and at least somehow familiar 
with the algorithms. The interviewees were recruited at various events and gath-
erings held by local or national NGO’s that work with refugees or refugee 
youths.  
It must be pointed out that the refugees interviewed for my research can be 
considered privileged in certain aspects. They were all able to speak at least one 
foreign language (Turkish or English), had access to the internet, had digital 
literacy to set up, manage, and if necessary close various social media accounts 
often in multiple languages, and had some form of awareness regarding poten-
tial risks and benefits of technologies and social media platforms in general. 
Since researching algorithmic imaginaries requires some form of awareness 
regarding algorithms, the discussions in the thesis are based on the perspectives 
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of relatively more privileged refugees especially in terms of access to the inter-
net and relevant resources.  
As I am a researcher originally from Turkey who studies and lives in Esto-
nia, Syrian refugees both in Turkey and Estonia were often interested in my 
research and experiences. Syrian refugees in Turkey often asked me about life 
in general and my experiences as a student in Estonia. Syrian refugees in Esto-
nia usually had a lot of knowledge about Turkish popular culture (singers, 
Turkish TV serials, some cities) and many had also visited or even lived in Tur-
key. Therefore, I was able to have conversations with interviewees about topics 
that are not closely related with my research before or after the interviews and 
having similar experiences (being a foreigner in another country or having some 
knowledge about Turkish popular culture). While having common conversation 
topics helped me in creating rapport with interviewees and enabled a more natu-
ral language interaction during the interview process, I do not expect my back-
ground as a Turkish researcher had a direct impact on the interviews or the re-
search results.  
The interviews I conducted with the refugees (see Annex for the interview 
guide) started with open-ended questions to talk about various and novel aspects 
that the interviewees wanted to discuss about their experiences as refugees and 
also their social media use in the host country. Then I asked the interviewees 
about their experiences and thoughts on online ads, believing a discussion about 
online ads would be an effective transition into discussing algorithms. Online 
ads are common on social media platforms, and everyday workings of algo-
rithms, especially in the case of online ads, are highly observable for social me-
dia users (Ruckenstein & Granroth, 2020). After the interviewees discussed 
their reflections about online ads, I used projective techniques (Soley and 
Smith, 2008) to encourage the interviewees to talk about other algorithms as an 
abstract topic, about which they might not have previously thought. I presented 
pictures with explanations of the remaining three algorithms to interviewees 
(Table 1) and then asked general questions about these algorithms – such as 
‘What do you think about these algorithms?’, ‘What benefits and harms it can 
cause and why/how?’ The three types of algorithms presented included skill-
based relocation algorithms, recommendation algorithms and police risk scoring 
algorithms. Two of the algorithms, personalized online ads and recommenda-
tion algorithms, are relevant for everyone (Latzer and Festic, 2019; Just and 
Latzer, 2017). The other two of the algorithms, relocation algorithms for refu-
gees and police risk scoring algorithms, are particularly relevant for the govern-
ance of mobile groups. I used these algorithms as a proxy for a diverse set of 
algorithms in understanding refugees’ perspectives. While I expected the inter-
viewees to have lived experiences in relation to online ads and recommendation 
algorithms as social media users, they were not expected to have prior 
knowledge about the algorithms in general, but instead, their spontaneous re-




Table 1. The definitions of algorithms provided to interviewees 
Algorithms Short definition provided to the interviewees 
Online Ads Previous experiences with online ads were discussed.  
Relocation  
algorithms 
An algorithm matches people with settlement places where 
they have more employment chances and integration oppor-
tunities. An analysis of refugees’ skills and information and 
the potential area for settlement helps the countries to settle 





Based on what people do online, which sites they visit and 
like, algorithms make certain content more visible for some 
people. So people see the content they like, interact with 
likeminded people and follow their interests closely. 
Police risk scoring 
algorithms 
An algorithm that assigns people a police risk score indicat-
ing how much of a threat a person is for the police. The algo-
rithm is not publicly shared, and it shapes policing strategy 
and use of force by the police. 
 
 
I audio-recorded the interviews and transcribed them in full. I applied thematic 
analysis to the textual data combining computer-aided analysis techniques using 
the software Maxqda (Woolf and Silver, 2017) with the manual techniques. I 
followed a step-by-step approach to thematic analysis as suggested by Braun 
and Clarke (2006). I read transcribed texts multiple times, coded meaningful 
data units on Maxqda, and then merged the codes with each other to form 
themes. After reviewing the themes to grasp the meaning and the relations be-
tween each other, I defined the themes and gave them a label. Finally, I wrote 
the analysis for the relevant studies. The main themes emerging in the analysis 
represented certain patterns based on the reflections of the interviewees.  
In Studies II, III, and IV, we also conducted interviews with 24 data experts 
to provide a comparison on algorithmic imaginaries. As people who create, 
interpret, use and implement algorithms, data experts can be considered the 
human point between algorithms and their consequences on people’s lives. The 
sample for data experts included professionals developing algorithmic solutions 
or working with migration-related data in their everyday work in Estonia. The 
experts held degrees in various disciplines (like computer or social sciences) 
and had thorough knowledge of and experiences with data management and 
analysis. The experts held a range of positions in their organisations ranging 
from data and system analysts to code developers, from managers to policy 
advisors. An equal number of male and female experts were included in the 
sample and the age range was between 25 and 55 years. The initial data experts 
were recruited through their public resumes, and then through the snow-ball 
method other data experts were recruited. All the data experts were from Esto-
nia as the country has applied a selective policy regarding accepting Syrian 
refugees and is known for its use of innovative technologies in the public sector 
(Nielsen, 2017). The interviews were conducted in Estonian, and each interview 
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lasted around 1.5–2 hours. A native-speaker of Estonian researcher in the re-
search group conducted the interviews with the data experts; however, I was 
involved in the analysis of the collected data. 
 
 
4.3 Ethical considerations 
In the studies, I followed the main ethical principles usually applied in qualita-
tive research: consent, anonymity, and confidentiality, and minimizing the risk 
of harm (Hammersley & Anna 2012; Wiles 2013). Considering the potentially 
traumatic past experiences and social disadvantages refugees might have, re-
searchers consider refugees a sensitive group for research (Mackenzie, 
McDowell, & Pittaway, 2007). Therefore, the interviews did not focus on the 
traumatic experiences of refugees and provocative interview questions (or 
probing questions) were not included in the study. The refugees were asked to 
briefly talk about their journeys into Turkey and Estonia. This strategy allowed 
them to narrate their own stories. This initial question often resulted in short 
descriptions of their journey and the reasoning behind the choices they had 
made during this time. Then the topic was narrowed down to social media use 
and online ads in line with the initial information provided to the interviewees 
about the aim of the interviews. The algorithms included in the studies were all 
very abstract; however, they were very important for the experiences of refu-
gees and they were able to share their insights and express their opinions and 
concerns comfortably during the interviews.  
Study I analysed two texts that have been shared as a part of social media 
initiative Why am I in Turkey? The texts are publicly available on multiple plat-
forms and the initiative itself aims to reach wider circles in an effort to distrib-
ute stories of and by refugees. The refugees narrate their own stories and then 
these stories are transcribed and translated by volunteers and shared on multiple 
social media platforms. Usually there is also a photo of the narrator along with 
the text. I contacted the initiative via their Facebook page using my personal 
Facebook account and asked if I could use the texts for research purposes; how-
ever, I did not receive a reply. Then I chose two stories where the narrator (ref-
ugee) was not identifiable through the photo used in the text in order to ensure 
anonymity and confidentiality and make sure there is no risk of harm to the 
narrators. Considering the AoIR (Association of Internet Researchers) ethical 
guidelines chart (Markham, 2012), I do not think the research puts the narrators 
at risk or reveals potentially sensitive information about the refugees. The nar-
rators of the texts were anonymous, and the text was accessible on multiple 
platforms. I also provided links to the website and Facebook page of the initia-
tive along with direct links to two stories analysed in the article (Study I).  
In Studies II, III, and IV, I informed all the interviewees about my identity 
and affiliation with the University of Tartu, my research topic in general, the 
aim of the interviews, the audio recording and likely use of the interviews for 
my thesis and relevant academic research projects. All the interviewees took 
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part in the research voluntarily and gave their oral consent. I also informed the 
interviewees that they could end the interviews whenever they wished and they 
could always ask me to delete the full audio recording. The interview venues 
and times were decided by the interviewees.  
I paid special attention to the anonymity and confidentiality of the refugees 
especially due to the low number of Syrian refugees in Estonia. Therefore, in-
formation about interviewees including basic demographic information (such as 
age, gender) was not included in the articles. I used pseudo names for inter-





This chapter introduces the findings in three main parts. The first describes the 
ways refugees negotiate their agency in relation to algorithms that assist important 
life decisions. The second focuses on the importance of social contexts in relation 
to refugees’ perceptions of algorithms. The third emphasises the significance of 
security and securitization for refugees and their perceptions on algorithms.  
 
 
5.1 Contested agency of refugees on social media  
platforms and in relation to algorithms  
5.1.1 Agentive self in creating stories on social  
media platforms 
The developments in the information technology and the rise of social media 
platforms provide new opportunities for individuals and social groups to voice 
their stories to wider audiences. By analysing two stories told by refugees, 
Study I explored how the Syrian refugees in Turkey construct their narratives 
on social media. The study found that social media allows Syrian refugees to 
tell their stories and reflect on their diverse experiences without the framing of 
another party. It allows refugees to exercise their agency and enables them to be 
the authority in constructing their own stories. This way, audiences do not only 
hear the stories about refugees but also the stories told by them.   
Mediatization provides widespread access to social media platforms that 
these platforms facilitate connectivity. While this is a clear opportunity for com-
munities who do not have the chance of telling their own stories to wider 
audiences, the critical analysis of the texts in Study I also pointed out limita-
tions when it comes to agency of refugees in constructing stories on social me-
dia platforms. Rather than being independent, the stories are often constructed 
as a response to the dominant narratives about refugees. There is an awareness 
of and an intended dialogue with the audience. Utilizing diverse discourse strat-
egies, the refugees reflect on their stories and justify their refugeehood in the 
host country. By constructing stories that emphasize ‘I versus the others’ and 
‘us versus them’ the refugees show how such dichotomies are dependent on 
time and space (Study I). They also discuss their limited agency in making 
some of their decisions especially in relation to a specific time and space. By 
pointing out that it was not their choice to leave their homes and live in another 
country, the refugees reflect on the lack of options before, during and after their 
forced migration into Turkey, and legitimize the actions that had to be taken. 
Moreover, by using nominalization, inanimate agents and the passive voice, the 
refugees at times also hide the people and the authorities who restricted the 
agency of refugees in making decisions about their lives (Study I).  
Social media platforms are inclusive to a certain degree as they allow every-
one to tell their stories. This can be empowering and give agency to certain so-
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cial groups in constructing their own stories which is not common otherwise. 
However, the agency provided by the social media is limited. The social groups 
that do not usually tell their own stories discuss their experiences in relation to 
dominant stories circulating widely in society. Moreover, the awareness of be-
ing a minority further limits how people express themselves on platforms that 
are also open to wider publics. Despite the relative agency provided by mediati-
zation, the refugees in Study I still prefer to hide certain parts of their stories in 
an attempt to avoid bigger issues.  
It is also important to discuss the potential outcomes of algorithms and the 
platforms in this process. The refugees are able to tell their stories on social 
media platforms, but this does not always guarantee that the stories reach wider 
circles, or the audiences are engaged with them. While the relevant Facebook 
page where the refugees shared their stories in three different languages has 
almost ten thousand followers, the posts (individual stories of refugees) have 
very few interactions (usually liked by less than 20 people). This means the 
stories on this Facebook page either reach a limited number of people or some-
how the engagement of the public is limited although the page is followed by 
thousands. The information on social media follows a logic of virality; infor-
mation needs to have a connective quality and needs to be shared among like-
minded people in order to reach wider circles (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012). 
Considering the stories of refugees which we analysed do not necessarily fall in 
line with commercial imperatives of social media platforms and do not go viral 
in attracting further interactions with other users, the agency performed by the 
refugees by creating their stories online may become limited since other stories 
are prioritised by platform algorithms. This reflects the values and ideals of the 
platforms, their owners, designers and programmers.  
 
 
5.1.2 Agency of refugees in relation to algorithmic outcomes 
The agency of refugees in relation to algorithms can be discussed in the context 
of algorithmic outcomes and refugees’ relevant actions. Study II explored the 
imaginaries of refugees on relocation algorithms that match refugees with po-
tential locations based on refugees’ job skills and labour demands of the area. 
Refugees discussed various scenarios and conditions, which would make them 
comply with or resist relocation algorithms. The reflexive perceptions of refu-
gees about algorithms and potential agreements and resistance to algorithmic 
outcomes are understood as refugees’ agency in this thesis.  
The potential benefits of relocation algorithms such as better job opportuni-
ties and connectivity to information sources about job markets may lead refu-
gees to accept and comply with the outcomes of relocation algorithms (Study 
II). In addition, those refugees that experienced long periods of unemployment 
expressed a more favourable attitude towards relocation algorithms and did not 
raise much concern (Study II). Thus, while the refugees exercise agency and 
show willingness to accept algorithmic outcomes, there may still be other fac-
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tors, such as lack of access to certain resources, that limit their agency and force 
them into accepting algorithms as a potential remedy.  
A major concern and point of resistance to relocation algorithms was over-
emphasis on labour demands and lack of cultural sensitivities. Study II found 
that if the algorithms disregard cultural issues such as dietary restrictions, access 
to places of worship, family union and social networks, the refugees tend to 
have a rather negative perception of algorithms and do not accept the potential 
algorithmic outcomes. Moreover, there are concerns regarding racism and dis-
crimination through algorithms both intentionally and unintentionally. Being 
relocated to an intolerant area because of relocation algorithms or intentionally 
being discriminated against based on various factors such as colour, ethnicity or 
religion by different states were pointed out (Study II). At times, the algorithms 
were thought to be an extension of state authority (Study II).  
Study II emphasised the importance of listening to life-trajectories and pri-
orities of refugees. Emotional aspects such as the feeling of home or becoming 
familiar with a certain area that may not be easily categorised by algorithms 
were mentioned by the refugees. Rather than categorically assigning people to 
new locations, many refugees expressed the importance of their opinions and 
how algorithms should not be the ultimate decision makers (Study II, IV). This 
clearly indicates that the refugees want to exercise agency in relation to deci-
sions about their own life choices.  
Study IV emphasized various concerns of refugees such as being incorrectly 
categorized by the algorithms, because the latter were unable to grasp certain 
contextual nuances or the personal life trajectories of refugees were ignored by 
the algorithms and the authorities. The refugees emphasised the potential tem-
poral discrepancies between algorithms’ static decisions and people’s evolving 
life-trajectories, experiences and goals (Study IV). The refugees made sugges-
tions regarding algorithms; what further to include or exclude in the algorithms or 
how to ensure that personal life-trajectories of refugees are included in algorithms 
that do not always fall in line with static categorizations of algorithms. Thus, the 
refugees stated their wish to be a part of algorithmic processes especially when 
the algorithms are utilized specifically to govern refugees’ experiences.  
The data experts (Studies II, III and IV) also shared many of the concerns 
that refugees voiced. The experts emphasized the agency of refugees and often 
discussed what refugees actually want – where they want to live, with whom 
and doing what (Study II). In order to ensure a fair algorithmic governance 
especially in the case of algorithms that are used in both making and assisting 
important life choices for refugees and other people, the data experts empha-
sised the importance of accountability and transparency (Study II and III). The 
data experts also supported public auditing of algorithms (Study III) and stated 
that the algorithms should be supervised by experts (Study IV) in order to 
minimize any risk to people. The data experts were also worried that misleading 
algorithmic decisions would put experts at risk and would diminish the trust of 
public in relevant institutions (Study II). Thus, data experts were also subject to 
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algorithmic outcomes indirectly, as they could be held accountable by the public 
for (un)intended consequences of algorithms.    
 
 
5.2 Algorithmic imaginaries of securitized refugees on 
security algorithms  
Refugees are a group of people who leave their homelands to save their lives. 
Syrian refugees left their country due to the civil war in Syria that has been 
going on since 2011. While being safe is a major concern considering their pre-
vious experiences, the discourse surrounding refugees and especially the 
refugees coming from the Middle Eastern countries often portrays refugees as 
people who threaten the sources and security of the host countries. Study III 
explained this security dilemma as the double security paradox, in which refu-
gees who flee their countries to ensure their safety are perceived and portrayed 
as security threats. Study III explored the potential effects of this double secu-
rity paradox on refugees’ imaginaries on police risk scoring algorithms. 
Some of the refugees indicated that refugees would be more likely targets of 
such algorithms yet there were still some support for the use of security algo-
rithms mainly due to the potential physical security and terror threats, which 
security algorithms could reduce (Study III). The idea that algorithms can dif-
ferentiate between good and bad people results in high levels of trust in algo-
rithms and may prevent critical reflections on algorithms and relevant out-
comes. Considering the experiences of refugees regarding safety concerns in 
their homelands, the need for security overrides other relevant concerns.  
Study III also indicated some refugees believe that certain groups of people 
are more likely to be security threats. This finding demonstrates how refugees 
position themselves in relation to the double security paradox is important be-
cause some refugees may also consider other refugees as security threats. Po-
tential discrimination and bias can also be found among refugee groups against 
each other and security algorithms may be perceived as an effective tool in 
eliminating such threats.   
There were critical perspectives on security algorithms as well. Refugees 
mentioned the tendency of authorities to discriminate against certain minorities 
(Study III). This division was thought to be a potential political aim of the au-
thorities. The main concern was the security algorithms’ potential to be used in 
creating further social borders between various groups of people – race, ethnic-
ity or social class – living in the same society. However, the concerns were not 
specifically linked to the host countries, but hypothetical scenarios and exam-
ples were discussed.  
There was awareness that algorithms may be more likely to target the refu-
gees (Study III). The relevant risks of social division and discrimination, and 
issues with transparency were all mentioned by the refugees. Crime prediction 
with the help of security algorithms was perceived to be a very sensitive issue 
and therefore, human participation in algorithmic decisions was thought to be 
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necessary. This indicates that the security constructed via algorithms is not 
thought to be functional, instead, it is perceived to be potentially unfair, risky 
and suspicious by the refugees.  
Despite other concerns, refugees did not mention data security and privacy 
as an issue. On the contrary, collecting data and ensuring the safety of the 
country was perceived as a duty of the state (Study II). This can once again be 
attributed to refugees’ tendency to prioritize physical security over other con-
cerns and high levels of trust to host country institutions. Alternatively, this can 
also be understood as the refugees’ way of demonstrating how cooperative they 
are in sharing their data so as to prove they have nothing to hide and they care 
about the safety of their host country. These findings point out the prominence 
of double security paradox for refugees’ algorithmic imaginaries. While refu-
gees are aware that they are more likely targets of such algorithms, they may 
still support security algorithms to ensure the physical security in their home 
country against possible dangers, terrorist threats and even the other refugees.  
The data experts provided mixed insights about use of algorithms in poten-
tially ensuring security. Some data experts discussed the merits of algorithms 
that predict and analyse at risk groups in diverse fields such as education and 
security. Other data experts emphasised possible issues with security algorithms 
such as the potential failure of algorithms, related risks, and the use of such 
algorithms for political purposes as an extension of state power (Study III). 
Therefore, many of the experts consider algorithms used for security purposes – 
including police risk scoring algorithms – as risky. While the data experts 
acknowledged that refugees (and many other people) coming to Estonia go 
through a set of checks, refugees were not perceived or portrayed as a security 
threat to Estonia in general (Study III). It can be claimed that despite being 
highly engaged with datafied practices and algorithms, data experts are still 
cautious about use of algorithms especially in sensitive matters.  
 
 
5.3 Algorithmic outcomes for refugees in 
 Turkey and Estonia 
Study II, III, and IV found that the perceptions of refugees regarding algo-
rithms and their potential outcomes differed in the host countries, Turkey and 
Estonia. The refugees expressed different concerns or benefits related to algo-
rithms. Thus, even if the algorithms are the same, the potential outcomes are not 
perceived in the same way in contrasting social contexts. By social contexts, I 
refer to various conditions that may affect refugees in their host countries such 
as cultural, historical and geographical ties to the host country, number of refu-
gees especially from the same cultural and ethnic background, and existing so-
cial networks. 
Study II where specifically relocation algorithms were discussed, the refu-
gees living in Estonia mentioned cultural and religious concerns such as having 
limited access to places of worship or not being in contact with any Arabic 
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speakers due to potential relocation. These concerns were not raised by the ref-
ugees living in Turkey. The number of Syrian refugees is high in Turkey and 
most Syrian and Turkish people are followers of the same religion. The Syrian 
refugees in Turkey mentioned other concerns such as being relocated within the 
same areas together with other refugees and not having contact with the local 
population. This concern is related to the fact that many of the refugees live in 
neighbourhoods with other Syrian refugees and they have limited interaction 
with Turkish people. Thus, the refugees were concerned about being subject to 
social segregation as a result of relocation algorithms in a variety of ways.  
In Study III which has a discussion on security algorithms, the refugees’ 
concerns varied for Turkey and Estonia. In both countries, the refugees empha-
sised the importance of security and mentioned multiple times that the state 
should do its best to make sure the country is safe. However, when the topic 
was more specific and police risk scoring algorithms were discussed, the refu-
gees living in Turkey were more likely to voice their support and often refer to 
events going on in Syria and also at the border regions between Turkey and 
Syria. Therefore, it felt important for refugees in Turkey that necessary precau-
tions are taken. The refugees living in Estonia did not refer to a specific event 
that took place in Estonia and considered it rather safe. Although the security 
and peace of Estonia was important, the refugees said the police risk scoring 
algorithms in Estonia was not that necessary.  
In Study IV where multiple algorithms including relocation and security al-
gorithms along with recommendations algorithms and online ads were dis-
cussed, the refugees’ algorithmic imaginaries differed in Turkey and Estonia 
only in relation to relocation and security algorithms; however, the differences 
were not apparent about recommendation algorithms or online ads. This can be 
attributed to the fact that relocation and security algorithms are territorial and 
institutional algorithms; they depend on an institutionalized characterization of 
the subject such as being either a refugee or a non-refugee within a specific 
territory or community. Whereas recommendation algorithms and online ads are 
global and commercial, they shape subjects as consumers irrespective of their 
location or any other status, instead these algorithms create a familiar (infor-
mation or consumption) space that are tailored for every single individual. As a 
result, the refugees discussed relocation and security algorithms at length and 
raised critical points. Recommendation algorithms and online ads were per-
ceived as normal – everyday algorithms that do what they are supposed to do; 
make recommendations and show people what they like, often creating a com-
fort space.  
Data experts also discussed the importance of contexts both for refugees and 
the algorithmic solutions in Estonia. Similar to refugees, data experts also em-
phasised the importance of social networks and other priorities refugees may 
have when it comes to relocation especially considering the low number of ref-
ugees in Estonia (Study II). The data experts also said many of the algorithms 
cannot be created or used in Estonia due to the low number of refugees. The 
data would be insufficient to develop effective algorithms (Study II).  
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6. DISCUSSION 
In this thesis, I aim to explore algorithmic imaginaries of refugees in order to 
understand their concerns, priorities and potential solutions they suggest re-
garding the use of algorithms that are used to manage different aspects of refu-
geehood. To that end, Chapter 6 provides a discussion about the agency of refu-
gees in relation to algorithms that are used on social media platforms with a 
focus on the intertwined yet separate processes of mediatization and datafica-
tion. Then, I explore the agency of refugees in relation to algorithms that are 
mainly used by other authorities to govern and control mobility. Then, I discuss 
how securitization and especially the double security paradox refugees are a 
part of the influence of the algorithmic imaginaries of refugees. I specifically 
focus on the importance of social contexts and personal histories of refugees by 
discussing algorithmic imaginaries of refugees in Turkey and Estonia regarding 
different type of algorithms. Finally, I discuss the limitations of this thesis and 
potential future research directions. 
Mediatization allows people to have more widespread access to media plat-
forms and share stories online with other people. This is empowering and ena-
bles people to construct their own stories. This potential of social media is often 
theorized with a degree of optimism for minority groups (Rae, Holman, & 
Nethery, 2018). While the potential power of mediatization, especially for mar-
ginalized communities, needs to be acknowledged, relevant drawbacks should 
also be discussed, especially considering the limited agency in story creation 
and limited chance to compete against hegemonic narratives operating in the 
society. 
The dominant narratives surrounding refugees emphasize the protection of 
jobs, welfare-related concerns and cultural incompatibilities (Wodak, Delanty, 
& Jones, 2008). The stories created by marginalized communities are usually 
reactive against the dominant discourses in the society. There is an attempt at 
justification of own existence-being in the host country. The refugees tell their 
life stories and explain why they had to migrate and the difficulties they face 
after arriving in the host country. The need to justify own position already 
shows a power imbalance between the dominant groups and the rest. The mar-
ginalized groups construct their stories often with a consciousness of being an 
outgroup member, and even if the members have individual experiences, at the 
end these stories have shared meanings within the outgroup (Andrews 2004: 1–
2). This limits refugees’ agency in creating independent stories that include full 
range of unique experiences, and instead turns them into stories that are told 
with the awareness of an audience and a dominant narrative.  
The relevant issue is not merely the construction of stories, but also their 
distribution. The stories created by marginalized communities on online plat-
forms usually do not reach the same audiences when compared with big media 
outlets that utilize multiple platforms to distribute their stories (Study I). With-
out the same financial power and digital expertise, the alternative stories do not 
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usually become mainstream. At this point, it is also important to mention the 
role of algorithms and their potential effects on alternative narratives. While 
social media allow alternative narratives to be shared, platform algorithms do 
not prioritize such stories and do not provide visibility to stories narrated by 
refugees. As a result, the visibility constructed on social media platforms creates 
a threat of invisibility for the users (Bucher 2012) and the platform algorithms 
become influential on who gets to see whose stories and which stories go viral. 
Once again, the disadvantages marginalised communities experience get rein-
forced by the algorithms.  
This thesis does not aim at understanding how social media platform algo-
rithms work; however, based on the analysis of stories by the refugees and a 
simple observation of the posts on the relevant Facebook page, the agency of 
refugees in constructing their own stories and intermingled effects of mediati-
zation and datafication can be discussed. Thanks to mediatization process, the 
refugees have the chance to share their stories on different media platforms. 
However, in their stories the refugees are not always able to exercise agency 
and construct the stories the way they like. Instead, there is an awareness of 
social positions and the dominant discourses and the stories are told accord-
ingly. Even when the refugees tell their stories, they do not always reach wide 
audiences as the stories may not be prioritized by platform algorithms. These 
platforms operate like big corporations that do not simply facilitate user-con-
nectedness but also exploit it through underlying mechanisms to steer user, and 
filter content that rely on shared ideological principles (Van Dijck, 2013). This 
limits the reach of stories to wider audiences and also limits the agency of refu-
gees in sharing their stories. As Klinger and Svensson (2018) argue, the algo-
rithms that make certain stories invisible do not perform any agency of their 
own but demonstrate affordances of social media platforms and the ideals of 
their designers, programmers, and regulators. Thus, on social media platforms, 
the agency of refugees is shaped, enhanced and limited by the meta-processes of 
mediatization and datafication along with their social position in the society.  
The algorithms are not only in place on social media platforms. Government 
bodies and authorities are increasingly using algorithms in assisting decision 
making processes. In the process of creating algorithms, the people who will be 
affected by the outcomes are usually not consulted. Therefore, when I discuss 
agency in relation to algorithms, I refer to people’s way of complying with or 
resisting algorithmic outcomes after reflecting on the potential effects of the 
algorithms on their lives. 
It is noteworthy to mention that refugees’ abilities to provide critical reflec-
tions on algorithms and their outcomes even after a small description of relevant 
algorithms indicate that when enough information and options are provided, 
people can evaluate outcomes of algorithms and make informed decisions. They 
can be reflexive and evaluate their situation within a specific context and con-
sider potential outcomes of algorithms. While it is true that algorithms can be 
very complex and their inner workings very opaque (Pasquale, 2015) for people 
to understand with or without the expertise, this should not result in exclusion of 
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people from algorithmic processes. In instances where algorithms make im-
portant decisions about certain social groups, not only the members of those 
groups but also social experts, such as psychologists, sociologists, or demogra-
phers can be included in the processes for creating, applying, revising and ad-
justing algorithms. Otherwise, the experts who create and apply algorithmic 
systems are replacing all other people and experts (Lustig et al., 2016). This 
limits the agency of people affected by algorithms and can easily be used 
against their interests and creates power imbalances between those who develop 
policies and create algorithms and those who are subject to outcomes of algo-
rithmic decisions. Therefore, understanding algorithmic processes requires an 
analysis of the ‘triple agency’, which consists of the agency of experts devel-
oping and using these datafied solutions, the agency of data subjects being tar-
gets of those calculations, and the agency of algorithms (Study II). While algo-
rithms themselves do not have reflexive agency, the authorities behind them, 
their aims and practices should be analysed and if necessary criticized. Often 
what is reflected as the agency of algorithm is an extension of state power and 
its migration policy inscribed into algorithms when it comes to relocation algo-
rithms. Solely focusing on algorithms blurs the responsibility that needs to be 
placed on relevant authorities and results in a false image of algorithms as being 
objective or fair.  
Algorithms are designed to produce particular outcomes and meet certain 
desires and needs (Willson, 2017). Therefore, it is always important to ask why 
algorithms are being used and whose needs are being met. What state authori-
ties or companies deem important, necessary or desirable may not align with the 
interests of data subjects and this can result in a situation where data subjects 
are subjugated to the power of authorities through algorithms. As a result, the 
algorithms meet with resistance, and they restrict the agency of data subjects – 
refugees in my thesis. Instead, algorithms making suggestions for refugees 
(such as about their relocation) and allowing them to make choices would be 
useful for refugees and would not be as restrictive. This would also lessen the 
authority of algorithms and shift the decision-making power partially to refu-
gees.  
There is evidence supporting people’s preference for algorithmic decisions 
over decisions made by humans (Thurman, Moeller, Helberger, & Trilling, 
2018; Kennedy, Waggoner, & Ward, 2019) and also a tendency for algorithmic 
aversion (Dietvorst, Simmons, & Massey, 201; Burton, Stein, & Jensen, 2020). 
The algorithmic imaginaries of refugees differed based on algorithms; while the 
imaginaries were generally critical regarding relocation and police risk scoring 
algorithms, the imaginaries were relatively more neutral or positive regarding 
online ads and recommendation algorithms. The differences in imaginaries may 
be due to the fact that online ads and recommendation algorithms are affected 
by the preferences and digital traces of the user, which gave a sense of control 
to refugees (Study IV). It can be claimed that the relocation and police risk 
scoring algorithms were perceived as technologies of power that “determine the 
conduct of individuals and submit them to certain ends or domination” (Fou-
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cault, 1998: 18). Furthermore, online ads and recommendation algorithms were 
perceived as technologies of the self which “permit individuals to effect by their 
own means or with the help of others a certain number of operations on their 
own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being (Foucault, 1998: 
18)”. However, the technologies do not function separately, and both enable the 
governance of human life and choice through data and automation. Munro 
(2012: 687) argues that through biopolitics authorities do not explicitly inter-
vene into human life but biopolitics, instead, “defines the frame within which 
choices can and must be made”. In this case, both the online platforms that use 
online ads and recommendation systems, or states that use relocation or police 
risk scoring algorithms, define the frame, in which choices are made for and at 
times by data subjects, and govern the lives of people, limiting their options and 
agency.  
Human bureaucrats such as police officers or judges make decisions based 
on policies and these decisions create direct outcomes for people which is called 
street-level bureaucracies (Lipsky, 2010). The concept has been applied to the 
use of algorithms in decision-making processes as well. Alkhatib and Bernstein 
(2019) discuss street-level algorithms and argue that there will always be novel 
cases that are at the margins and are not common (or are non-existing) within 
the training data, once again raising questions about reflexivity of algorithms 
when it comes to making a decision in a novel situation. Studies II, III, and IV 
pointed out that both refugees and data experts acknowledge the potential bene-
fits of algorithms but still want to have the last decision to be made by a human 
in order to ensure their life-trajectories and relevant contexts are fully under-
stood and considered in the decision-making processes underlining similar con-
cerns in line with the literature. 
Refugees are a group of people who leave their countries with the fear of 
being persecuted due to great political changes in their country of origin 
(Maley, 2016). The decision to leave the home country is a traumatizing experi-
ence and finding shelter in another country does not always put an end to refu-
gees’ problems. However, usually after finding shelter in another country, refu-
gees are safe from threats to their physical integrity and they value this form of 
security even if other forms of insecurities continue to prevail in their host 
country (Ajil, Jendly, & Mas, 2020). Although refugees themselves escape from 
security threats, there is a surge in securitization of refugees especially follow-
ing the so-called EU refugee crises. The portrayal of refugees’ shift from 
‘threatened’ to ‘threat’ and the discussions about refugees move away from 
regular politics to the realm of security (Gray & Franck, 2019). The use of ad-
vanced technology at the borders also points out to this tendency.   
In parallel with the literature, Studies II and III found that refugees value 
security within their home country and think that it is the states’ responsibility 
to take the relevant measures to ensure their safety. The refugees are also par-
tially aware that they can be more likely targets of police risk scoring algo-
rithms. The discussions of potential risks such as discrimination and bias based 
on certain categories that may be related to race, ethnicity, ideology, social class 
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or even appearance indicate critical reflections and concerns of the refugees 
about police risk scoring algorithms. The refugees also perceived these risks to 
be potential objectives of authorities which can be assisted by algorithms and 
used against refugees and other minority groups. The supporting views on po-
lice risk scoring algorithms were based on security threats and potential benefits 
algorithms can provide to make the society a safer place (Study III).  
Double security paradox (Study III) refugees are a part of also influence 
their algorithmic imaginary. Some refugees also consider other refugees (such 
as those who relocated recently) a security threat and may want them to be fur-
ther scrutinized by the states to ensure security. This points out to a new layer of 
inequality among the refugees where the refugees who are more integrated into 
the society may frame other refugees within a securitization discourse (Study 
III). This would require further exploration and could be an opportunity to in-
vestigate inter-group relations among Syrian refugees that are made up of di-
verse ethnic and religious groups. Moreover, this also reflects a fear of being 
wrongly categorised by algorithms and a need to disassociate oneself from some 
other group of refugees.  
Migrating to a new country and experiencing refugeehood may result in 
changes in refugees’ social networks, interests, opportunities, concerns and 
priorities. However, algorithms use the data at hand as the input and produce 
outputs based on that data. Therefore, the algorithms are quantitatively projec-
tive and not qualitatively adoptive (Study IV). This creates a temporal discrep-
ancy between algorithmic decisions and subjects’ evolving needs and priorities 
that change over time and in different contexts, making algorithms partially 
unfit to account for newer situations and people. The inclusion of the temporal-
ity perspective into algorithms can benefit data subjects and meet their ever-
evolving needs and life trajectories, a process forced migration accelerates even 
further.  
Despite being a major concern in critical data studies, privacy did not 
emerge as a major concern for the refugees. On the contrary, security was pri-
oritized, and data collection conducted by state authorities was perceived as 
normal and necessary (Study II). Gilman (2016) points out privacy is a luxury 
for the poor by exploring privacy issues people encounter to receive welfare 
support in the USA. This also applies to refugees when it comes to data privacy. 
The readiness of refugees to cooperate in data collection efforts of host coun-
tries can be understood as a form of confirming to “I have nothing to hide” ar-
gument (Solove, 2007). It must also be considered that refugees have very little 
control in collection, storage and analysis of their personal data. As a securitized 
social group, lack of cooperation in sharing their data could have serious conse-
quences for refugees, the simplest one being the rejection of their asylum 
claims. Thus, data privacy becomes a privilege which refugees are not con-
cerned about or fight for.  
Loukissas (2019) argues that data has connections to time and place, and is 
created in diverse contexts that shape it. Studies II and III indicated that in the 
same way, datafied solutions should also be created and adjusted in line with the 
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contexts they are applied to. The findings clearly demonstrate that refugees in 
Estonia and Turkey have different needs and expectations from algorithms and 
how the algorithms are perceived are very much about these needs and expecta-
tions shaped by the contexts.  
People’s needs, concerns and expectations within a specific context deter-
mine if and to what extent they will perceive algorithms positively and readily 
accept the relevant outcomes (Studies II and IV). Accordingly, the contextual-
ity of algorithms should be considered by relevant authorities and rather than 
any one-fits-all approaches, attention should be paid to specific contexts where 
algorithms provide positive and negative outcomes for relevant data subjects. In 
addition, the relations between these contexts should also be scrutinized 
(Magalhães, 2018). In considering the contextuality of algorithms, the perspec-
tives of refugees or relevant data subjects should be the focus – personal trajec-
tories of data subjects should also be taken into consideration. Moreover, the 
relevant contexts need to be re-evaluated according to the potential of the algo-
rithms as algorithms can also set contextual factors that affect data subjects. 
Territorial and institutional algorithms (such as relocation or police risk scoring 
algorithms) that aim to govern life within a specific area through authority of 
various institutions run the risk of overlooking specific needs and unique life 
trajectories of data subjects (Study IV). Global and commercial algorithms 
(such as online ads or recommendation algorithms) that target everyone with the 
purpose of making some form of profit seem to be relatively more transparent 
and less discriminatory according to perspectives of refugees (Study IV). Inclu-
sion of these perspectives of data subjects along with the potential outcomes of 
algorithms would enable a more thorough understanding of contextual factors 
that shape algorithmic outcomes and also, potential contexts the algorithms may 
create for data subjects.   
States are often eager to promote and benefit from technological innovations. 
Some problems that are being addressed through technology are caused by the 
state policies that create vulnerability for some social groups (Lind, 2020). For 
example, many states apply serious restrictions for refugees about employment 
and require them to get a work permit which may be a costly and lengthy pro-
cess (Werker, 2007; Bloch, 2010). However, relocation algorithms are being 
developed to give refugees more chances of employment in their host country 
(Bansak et al., 2018). Thus, while opportunities to have access to employment 
are being restricted by the states, there are also technological efforts to solve 
this problem. A vulnerability created by the state leads to a situation where the 
vulnerabilized group’s life is governed through technology again by the state.   
Algorithms can be helpful and assist refugees in their mobility related expe-
riences. However, irrespective of the social contexts, new technologies should 
not be regarded as complete solutions to existing social problems. This attitude 
indicates the tendency to ignore the deeper causes of social problems and com-
plexity of human interactions (Sturken & Thomas, 2004). Social policies that 
address social challenges and their root causes should be the main focus. In 
order to understand the social problems and if necessary, develop algorithms 
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that can help in improving the situation, it is important to understand the social 
contexts and people involved in and affected by the outcomes of the algorithms. 
This can only be achieved by giving the relevant people or experts a chance to 
voice their opinions and then considering these perspectives in the creation, 
application and revision of algorithms. 
An inclusive algorithmic process that prioritizes the needs of refugees would 
foremost need to acknowledge the diversity of refugees and refugee experi-
ences. This acknowledgement of diversity cannot simply be achieved by diver-
sifying tech workers, including larger data sets or ensuring transparency of algo-
rithms. Adding extra checkboxes to the systems to ensure more concerns are 
included will not constitute a narrative that fully integrates “the context, values, 
purposes, and intentions into a meaningful pattern” (Sloan & Richard, 2019: 
12). Therefore, algorithmic decisions will always run the risk of missing certain 
nuances even in instances where they are developed with good intentions. As 
Foucault suggests (1995: 120–121), through novel forms of technology the 
subject becomes more individualized within the mass, yet their intrinsic com-
plexities are also being reduced. When refugees attempt to cross borders, the 
authorities collect their highly individualized (often unique) data (such as eye 
scans, fingerprints); however, when it comes to relocation, the refugees are of-
ten categorised into large groups and their personal concerns, priorities and life 
trajectories are not included in the relevant algorithms. In both cases, data rich 
institutions manage the lives of refugees and exclude them through biopolitics 
that can identify refugees among the mass, yet not being able to consider their 
diverse personal life trajectories.     
Inclusion of refugee voices in the algorithmic processes can be achieved by 
creating a collaborative loop between “supervisors-algorithms-targets” (Study 
IV). The refugees can take part in algorithmic processes along with the experts 
that supervise the algorithms from the beginning, enriching the process with 
their input and ensuring their voice is heard. Then the refugees can also review 
the outcomes of the selection process with the supervisors to evaluate the out-
comes and improve the algorithms. The algorithms need to be constantly up-
dating themselves with the feedback and the refugees should be able to easily 
challenge the algorithmic decision and ask for a revision in order to ensure the 
collaborative loop is fair and the decisions are still taken by the refugees about 
their life. In this case, algorithms become a tool that assists the refugees instead 
of oppressing them by making decisions about refugees without considering 
their concerns and priorities. This approach would give more agency to refugees 
and contributes to the lessening of inequalities stemming from hierarchical data 
relations.   
An effort to democratize algorithmic governance requires inclusion of refu-
gees’ perspectives, concerns and priorities in every stage of algorithmic pro-
cesses. Policies that create conditions of vulnerability for refugees should be 
addressed and other social issues refugees encounter should be resolved through 
social policies by the states and relevant institutions. In cases where technologi-
cal approaches and especially the algorithms are deemed necessary, diversity of 
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refugee experiences, possible temporal discrepancies and contextuality of algo-
rithms should be considered from the perspective of refugees. Relevant systems 
should be in place to check the algorithms and their outcomes both through the 
feedback of refugees and other relevant experts or institutions.  
In my thesis, I aimed to explore concerns, priorities and insights of refugees 
through their algorithmic imaginaries. Instead of aiming for representation, I 
explored the general tendencies among refugees regarding algorithms that make 
and assist important decisions about mobility and life experiences. There are a 
multitude of experiences and opinions regarding the use of algorithms for refu-
gees, and the studies include only the opinions of those who agreed to take part 
in our research. Future studies that investigate interactions between humans 
(and especially certain social groups) and various types of algorithms and focus 
on selections of the actors involved in the algorithmic processes such as the tech 
companies, developers, policy makers and the policies would enrich our under-
standing of hierarchical data relations further and would allow the development 
of more fair algorithmic processes. Rather than exploring only the algorithms 
that are commonly used on various social media platforms, exploring a range of 
algorithms, and looking at mediatization and datafication processes from differ-
ent perspectives can also be fruitful in understand intertwined but diverse out-
comes of these meta-processes. In addition to social groups that are subject to 
increasingly datafied forms of governance, exploring the perspectives of social 
groups whose data are ignored (such as homeless people or stateless people) can 
also provide rich perspectives regarding the outcomes of algorithmic govern-




7. CONCLUSIONS  
In this chapter, I will conclude the thesis by answering the research questions 
presented earlier.  
 
1) How do refugees negotiate their agency on digital platforms and in relation 
to algorithms? 
a) Refugees are able to share their own stories on social media platforms 
and exercise agency by becoming the author of their own narratives. 
While this is partially empowering, the inequalities and pressures refu-
gees face in society are also reflected in their stories. The stories are 
constructed with an awareness of belonging to a minority group and 
with the intention of having a dialogue with the audience that justifies 
their existence in the host country. This limits the agency of refugees in 
constructing their stories and sharing their authentic experiences with 
the wider public (Study I).   
b) Social media algorithms play a gatekeeper role and shape who sees 
whose stories. Even if refugees exercise their agency by constructing 
their own stories, to whom these stories reach is up to social media al-
gorithms. Thus, the agency of refugees enabled by mediatization (social 
media platforms) through story sharing is also limited by datafication 
(platform algorithms). The two meta-processes are interrelated with 
each other and enforce existing power hierarchies (Study I).  
c) The agency of refugees in relation to algorithms that are used by the au-
thorities to manage various aspects of mobility can be discussed in the 
context of refugees’ compliance with or resistance to algorithmic out-
comes. However, in order to exercise agency, the refugees need to have 
a basic understanding of algorithms and what they intend to do. This 
way, refugees can be reflexive about algorithms. This basic under-
standing does not mean a form of expertise on algorithms and their in-
ner working but instead a discussion focusing on what outcomes algo-
rithms may have for people and society enables refugees to reflect on 
algorithms. This way, refugees also become a part of the discourse that 
covers what algorithms should do for refugees (Study II, III). 
d) Rather than relying fully on algorithms, refugees emphasised being the 
decision makers about their own life choices. This indicates the im-
portance refugees attach to their agency regarding algorithmic out-
comes. In cases where algorithms are only used as suggestion making 
tools for refugees, the perceptions are more positive and power to make 
decision about their life still lays with refugees (Study II).  
e) The agency of refugees can be secured in algorithmic processes by 
creating a collaborative loop between “supervisors-algorithms-targets”. 
Refugees can enrich the process from the beginning by taking part in 
the algorithmic processes along with the experts that supervise the algo-
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rithms and by providing inputs from their perspectives. Then the refu-
gees can also take part in reviewing the algorithmic outcomes and 
providing constant feedback to the algorithms. This would ensure that 
the voice of refugees is heard, and refugees are able to challenge algo-
rithmic outcomes easily and improve the outcomes in line with their 
perspectives (Study IV).  
f) Any effort to ensure refugees have agency regarding algorithmic pro-
cesses and outcomes needs to take into account the diversity of refugee 
experiences, possible temporal discrepancies and contextuality of algo-
rithms from the perspective of refugees. Relevant systems should be in 
place to check the algorithms and their outcomes both through the feed-
back of refugees and other relevant experts or institutions (Study IV). 
 
2) How do the refugees as securitized subjects perceive the use of algorithms 
for security? 
a. As people who have experiences of insecurity and physical danger in 
their home country, refugees attach importance to the security of their 
host country and consider it a responsibility of the state. As a result, 
they are not essentially against the use of algorithms for security pur-
poses and at times, even consider it highly important for the common 
good of the society (Study III).  
b. The refugees acknowledge the potential risk of being more-likely tar-
gets of the security algorithms and also other relevant risks such as dis-
crimination and bias based on certain categories that may be related to 
race, ethnicity, ideology, social class or even appearance. However, 
some of the refugees also consider other refugees as a potential security 
risk and support the further scrutiny of refugees. Thus, the refugees are 
not securitized only by dominant groups but also among themselves. 
This points out to the influence of double security paradox where refu-
gees attach great importance to security and at the same time agree with 
algorithmic solutions even if the algorithms as more likely to target the 
refugees since they may be perceived as a security threat in many host 
countries (Study III).  
c. Refugees demonstrate a willingness to cooperate in terms of personal 
data collection for security purposes. This can be attributed to prioriti-
zation of physical security over other concerns such as data privacy. As 
a securitized social group, not sharing their personal data can have sig-
nificant consequences for refugees. Therefore, their readiness to share 
data can be a way of providing the refugees do not pose a danger for the 
society. The lack of opportunities to contest data collection and inability 
to know the details of these processes can create further disadvantages 
for refugees and raise questions about consent and informed decision 
(Study II, III).   
3) How do the social contexts that are embedded in the design and use of algo-
rithmic solutions shape the perceptions of refugees on algorithms? 
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a. Social contexts shape the needs, expectations and concerns of the refu-
gees in relation to algorithms. Expectations from algorithms in Estonia 
is not the same as in Turkey. This is especially correct for the algo-
rithms that make and assist decisions about important life choices of 
refugees (Study II, III, IV).  
b. By considering social contexts and local factors, the needs and concerns 
of refugees can be prioritized and included in algorithms. This would 
ensure the algorithms that are created to manage different aspects of 
refugees’ lives are used for the benefit of refugees and does not create 
potentially harmful results for them. In addition, this can also ensure 
that a one-fits-all approaches that prioritize common goals such as pro-
fit would be replaced by context sensitive approaches that consider di-
verse contexts and experiences refugees are engaged in (Study II, III, 
IV).  
c. In cases where social context is ignored by the algorithms, the refugees 
perceive algorithms more critically and consider potential outcomes that 
could worsen their experiences and turn into discriminatory or authori-
tarian practices. This results in decreasing trust in algorithmic solutions 
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SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN 
Süüria põgenike algoritmilised kujutluspildid:  
Hierarhiliste andmesuhete uurimine põgenike  
vaatenurgast 
Kommunikatsioonitehnoloogia ja andmepraktika areng pakub mõnedele inimes-
tele ja institutsioonidele võimalusi sotsiaalse maailma loomiseks vastavalt nen-
de nägemusele ja plaanidele, piirates samal ajal teiste rühmade võimet ise sot-
siaalset maailma konstrueerida. Doktoritöö eesmärk on uurida nii põgenike 
seisukohti kui ka nende suhet andmestumisse, pöörates erilist tähelepanu 
algoritmidele. Valisin oma doktoritöösse põgenikud, sest andmestumine on põ-
genikele oluline protsess, mis võib parandada või halvendada nende eluvõima-
lusi. 
Doktoritöös on kolm peamist uudset tulemust, mis põhinevad põgenike algo-
ritmiliste kujutluspiltide uurimisel. Esiteks on see nn alt-üles-uuring. Ma ei pea 
põgenikke ainult (sotsiaalmeedia) kasutajateks, vaid julgeolekustatud sotsiaal-
seks rühmaks, kes on ühiskonnas juba sotsiaalselt tõrjutud positsioonil. Minu 
eesmärk on uurida põgenike arusaamu algoritmidest agentsuse, julgeolekusta-
mise ja eri kontekstide ristumiskohas. Teiseks, see on empiiriline uuring, mis 
põhineb Süüria põgenike lugudel ja nendega tehtud intervjuudel, ning annab 
neile seega hääle andmestumisega seotud diskursuses. Kolmandaks on uuringul 
kahetine kultuuriline kontekst, hõlmates Türgit ja Eestit, mis võimaldab Süüria 
põgenike algoritmiliste kujutluspiltide võrdlevat analüüsi. Põgenike vaatenurga 
uurimine annab ainulaadse võimaluse mõista alternatiivset kujutluspilti algorit-
midest, mis kätkeb nende sotsiaalsete rühmade muresid ja kogemusi, keda algo-
ritmid mõjutavad. 
Kasutades Süüria põgenike sotsiaalmeedias jagatud lugude narratiivianalüüsi 
ning nendega Türgis (n = 12) ja Eestis (n = 7) tehtud poolstruktureeritud interv-
juude temaatilist analüüsi, annab doktoritöö uurimisküsimustele järgmised vas-
tused. 
1. Kuidas saavutavad põgenikud agentsuse digiplatvormidel ja algoritmide 
suhtes? 
a. Põgenikud saavad jagada oma lugusid sotsiaalmeedia platvormidel ja väl-
jendada nende narratiivide autoritena oma agentsust. Ehkki selline tegut-
semisviis võimestab põgenikke, kajastuvad lugudes ka ebavõrdsus ja sur-
ve, millega põgenikud ühiskonnas silmitsi seisavad. Lood on konstruee-
ritud teadlikkusega vähemusgruppi kuulumisest ja kavatsusega pidada 
auditooriumiga dialoogi, et õigustada põgenike olemasolu vastuvõtvas 
riigis. Selline olukord piirab põgenike agentsust oma lugude loomisel ja 
autentsete kogemuste jagamisel laiema avalikkusega (Uuring I). 
b. Sotsiaalmeedia algoritmid mängivad väravavahi rolli ja kujundavad seda, 
kes kelle lugusid näeb. Isegi kui põgenikud väljendavad oma agentsust 
ise lugusid luues, sõltub sotsiaalmeedia algoritmidest see, kelleni need 
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lood jõuavad. Seega piirab andmestumine (platvormi algoritmid) põge-
nike agentsust, mis on saanud võimalikuks tänu lugude jagamise kaudu 
toimuvale meediastumisele (sotsiaalmeedia platvormid). Need kaks meta-
protsessi on omavahel seotud ja jõustavad olemasolevat võimuhierarhiat 
(Uuring I). 
c.  Põgenike agentsust nende algoritmide suhtes, mida ametivõimud kasuta-
vad liikuvuse juhtimiseks, saab vaadelda seoses põgenike kuulekusega 
või vastupanuga algoritmilistele tulemustele. Selleks et agentsust väljen-
dada, peavad põgenikel olema algteadmised algoritmidest ja sellest, mis 
nende eesmärk on. Nii saavad põgenikud olla refleksiivsed algoritmide 
suhtes. Need algteadmised ei tähenda, et põgenikud peavad olema algo-
ritmide eksperdid. Diskussioon algoritmide toimimise tulemuste üle või-
maldab põgenikel algoritmide teemal kaasa mõelda. Nii saavad ka põge-
nikud panustada diskursusesse, mis kirjeldab, mida algoritmid peaksid 
põgenike heaks tegema (Uuring II, Uuring III). 
d. Selle asemel et üksnes algoritmidele loota, rõhutasid põgenikud, et soo-
vivad ise oma valikute üle otsustada. See näitab, kui tähtis on põgenikele 
nende agentsus algoritmiliste tulemuste suhtes. Nendel juhtudel, kui algo-
ritme kasutatakse üksnes selleks, et põgenikele ettepanekuid teha, on aru-
saamad positiivsemad ja võim oma elu üle otsustada on endiselt põge-
nikel (Uuring II). 
e. Põgenike agentsust algoritmilistes protsessides aitaks tagada infovahetus 
järelevalvajate, algoritmide ja põgenike vahel. Põgenikud saavad prot-
sessi algusest peale rikastada, osaledes nendes protsessides koos eksperti-
dega, kes jälgivad algoritme, ning jagada oma seisukohti. Seejärel saavad 
põgenikud osaleda ka algoritmiliste tulemuste ülevaatamisel ja algoritmi-
dele pideva tagasiside andmisel. See tagaks, et põgenike häält võetakse 
kuulda, ja põgenikud saaksid algoritmilistele tulemustele hõlpsalt välja-
kutse esitada ja tulemusi parandada vastavalt oma vaatenurgale (Uuring 
IV). 
f.  Igasugused jõupingutused tagamaks, et põgenikel oleks agentsus algo-
ritmilistes protsessides ja tulemustes, peavad arvestama põgenike koge-
muste mitmekesisuse, võimalike ajaliste lahknevuste ja algoritmide kon-
tekstuaalsusega põgenike vaatenurgast. Algoritmide ja nende tulemuste 
kontrollimiseks peaksid olemas olema asjakohased süsteemid, mis läh-
tuksid põgenike või teiste oluliste ekspertide ja institutsioonide tagasi-
sidest (Uuring IV). 
2.  Kuidas tajuvad põgenikud julgeolekustatud subjektidena algoritmide kasu-
tamist julgeoleku nimel? 
a. Koduriigis ebakindlust ja füüsilist ohtu kogenud inimestena peavad põge-
nikud tähtsaks seda, et vastuvõtvas riigis oleks turvaline elada. Nad usu-
vad, et julgeoleku eest vastutab riik. Seetõttu ei ole nad laias laastus 
julgeoleku nimel algoritmide kasutamise vastu ja peavad sellist tegevust 
kohati isegi ühiskonna üldise hüvangu jaoks äärmiselt oluliseks (Uuring 
III). 
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b.  Põgenikud tunnistavad, et neil on suurem tõenäosus sattuda turvaalgo-
ritmide sihtmärgiks. Nad tajuvad ka teisi olulisi riske, näiteks diskrimi-
neerimist ja eelarvamusi teatud tunnuste alusel, mis võivad olla seotud 
rassi, rahvuse, ideoloogia, sotsiaalse klassi või isegi välimusega. Osa põ-
genikest peab aga potentsiaalseks julgeolekuriskiks ka teisi põgenikke ja 
toetab põgenike põhjalikku kontrolli. Seega ei julgeolekusta põgenikke 
mitte üksnes valitsevad sotsiaalsed rühmad, vaid ka teised põgenikud. See 
on paradoks, kus põgenikud peavad julgeolekut oluliseks ja on samal ajal 
nõus algoritmipõhiste lahendustega, isegi kui algoritmid sihivad pigem 
põgenikke, kuna neid võidakse paljudes vastuvõtvates riikides pidada 
julgeolekuohuks (Uuring III). 
c.  Põgenikud on valmis julgeoleku nimel isiklike andmete kogumisel koos-
tööd tegema. Seda võib seostada tõsiasjaga, et füüsilist julgeolekut pee-
takse olulisemaks kui teisi muresid, näiteks andmete privaatsust. Julge-
olekustatud sotsiaalse rühmana võib isiklike andmete jagamata jätmine 
tuua põgenikele kaasa märkimisväärseid tagajärgi. Seetõttu võib nende 
valmisolek andmeid jagada olla viis näitamaks, et põgenikud ei kujuta 
endast ühiskonnale ohtu. Andmete kogumisele vastuhakkamise võima-
luste puudumine ja suutmatus nende protsesside üksikasju teada saada 
võivad panna põgenikud veelgi halvemasse olukorda ning olla vastuolus 
informeeritud nõusoleku põhimõttega (Uuring II, Uuring III). 
3.  Kuidas kujundavad algoritmiliste lahenduste loomisse ja kasutamisse põi-
mitud sotsiaalsed kontekstid põgenike arusaamu algoritmidest? 
a. Sotsiaalsed kontekstid kujundavad põgenike vajadusi, ootusi ja muresid 
seoses algoritmidega. Algoritmide ootused põgenikele pole Eestis samad 
mis Türgis. See kehtib eelkõige algoritmide kohta, mis aitavad langetada 
olulisi otsuseid põgenike elu kohta (Uuring II, Uuring III, Uuring IV). 
b.  Põgenike vajadused ja mured saab seada esikohale, kui arvestada algo-
ritmides sotsiaalsete kontekstide ja kohalike oludega. See aitaks tagada, et 
algoritmid, mis on loodud põgenike elu eri aspektide haldamiseks, olek-
sid kasutuses põgenike heaks, mitte ei teeks neile hoopis kahju. Lisaks 
võimaldaks see asendada justkui kõiki ühe vitsaga löövad lähenemis-
viisid, milles seatakse eesmärgiks näiteks kasum, kontekstitundlike lähe-
nemistega, milles võetakse arvesse põgenike eriilmelisi kogemusi ja 
kontekste (Uuring II, Uuring III, Uuring IV). 
c.  Juhul kui algoritmid ei võta arvesse sotsiaalset konteksti, suhtuvad põge-
nikud neisse kriitilisemalt ja arvestavad sellega, et algoritmid võivad 
kaasa tuua negatiivsemaid kogemusi ning diskrimineeriva või autoritaarse 
tava. Selle tulemusel väheneb usaldus algoritmipõhiste lahenduste ja ka 
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